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'USERS MANUAL FOR THE OPTIME SYSTEM* 

Philippe H. Eberhard and Werner O. Koellner 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Unlversity of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

February 1971 

ABSTRACT 

This isa handbook for the use of the OPTIME SYSTEM FOR FITTING 

THEORETICAL EXPRESSIONS.' It is based on Version 3.1 of the OPTIME 

system. The procedures of maintaining and distributing the program as 

well as the programming requirements on the part of the user are described. 

Several optional features, among them easily useable subroutines to 

perform Monte Carlo integrations, to calculate error matrices, and to 

histogram selected quantities of the user's data, make the OPTIME system 

a reliable and versatile tool for the solution of fitting a distribution of data 

points to a mathematical expression. 

Procedures to minimize computer time and some technical informa

tion about the structure of the system are also. given. 

Sections 1, 2, and 3 are probably sufficient for the user who wants to 

do a relatively simple fit. Other sections are important for more sophis

ticated or non-standard usage. 
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1.0 GENERAl..··PURPOSE AND DESCRIPTION 

OPTIME is a system to perform and to check fits by maximum'" 

likelihood or least ... square methods. 

Given experimental events with specification I ~ I
k

, and given a theo ... 

retical dfstribution y(x,a) such that y(x, a) dx is an expectation value for the 

number of events in the hypervolurne dx, OPTIME permits a user to find the 

values I a I that represent the experimental data best. The value of the func ... 

tion y(x, a) should be furnished bya user-coded routine for different sets of 

values of I x land different sets of values of lal. The fitting is performed 

by maximizing a function w(a) whos e expres sion depends on the data I ~ I k' 

on the user-coded function y(x, a), and on the type of fit that the user may 

select. The maximization is performed by using stepping procedures de

scribed in [1]. 

The program contains options to produce printed or CRT histograms 

of selected quantiti~s of the user's data, to superpose fitted curves on them, 

to calculate. integrGi.ls of functions, and to compute error matrices. 

1.1 The Str'Ucture of OPTIME 

The Optime system consists of an assembly of subroutines. The user 

must add a main prog.ram and several other subroutines to make it an oper

ational fitting program. It operates in three phases, which are in part de

termined by the requirements of the user. These phases are pre-fit proc

essing, fitting, and post-fit processing. They will be described very briefly 

in the following sections. 

In the pre-fit processes the experimental data points are read from a 

tape and only the pertinent information is kept for the fits and the post-fit 

processes. Integration points should be generated at that time if they are 

needed later. Also histograms should be prepared in that phase of the program. 

The fitting begins with calling a routine MAXIME with some initial 

values for the parameters in a transfer vector. This vector will be returned 

filled with the best values found by the fit. 

The post-fit processing contains optional features that the user may 

want to use to check his fits or to interpret the value of them. Plotting of 

histograms of datapoints along with a theoretical prediction, computation of 
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errormatricee,and making integraleof the function are all part of the 

post-fit processing. 

1.2 Pre-fit Processing 

. Pre-fit processing e;ntails the preparation of data for the. fitting rou

tine and, if desired, the preparation of data to be histogrammed. It in

volves the reading and manipulation of eXpe:t:imental data as well as the 

preparation .ofintegration points which may.be generated by Monte Carlo 

methods. 

1.21 Expe'rimental data 

The subroutine IMME controls the reading of experimental data. To 

read one experimental event IMME calls a subroutine GETUM,i. The stand

ard version contained in the OPTlME system reads a format called 

"ARROW" format [2] at Berkeley. For other formats the routine must be 

replaced. IMME makes one datapointat.a time available to the user sup-

plied subroutine DOME. There the user may select,. reject, or modify the 

information. '. For each datapoint that the user wishes to. consider during the 

fitting, he writes all pertinent information into a transfer vector. This 

vector will be called one datapoirit from here on. .Unless the ,user specifies 

otherwise, a weight of 1.0 will be assumed for a datapoint. 

1.22 Integration points 

For all types of fit, except for type 11 (see under KTYPE, Section 

3.2) integrations are required. The subroutine INTlME, called by the user 

from the main program, controls the generation of integration points and 

makes them also available to the subroutine DOME, similar to the proce

dure for experimental data. For generation of the integration points for 

use in numerical integrations a subroutine GETUM2 is called by INTIME. 

For the cases that deal with particle interactions, a version of 

GETUM2 is incorporated in the system. That qETUM2 calls SAGE [3], a 

Monte Carlo event generator, to generate such events. The user specifies 

the number of events to be generated and other input quantities, like the 

number of particles in the final state, masses, and energy (see also sec

tions 3.2 and 4.3). 
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The number of integration points that are required to .make the inte

gration statistically accurate can be reduced by providing so-called refer

ence functions~ This, option, which will cause the overall execution time to 

be reduced" is described in Section 4 • .5. 

The user can also supply his own integral as described in Section 7.32. 

A single point of integration is then generated for which the user supplies 

the value of'tre integral as he knows it. 

1. 23 Preparation of histograms 

To prepare data for histogramming after the fitting phase, the user 

provides a subroutine HISTME, from which he calls a subroutine HIST after 

having stored in a transfer vector the quantity to be histogrammed for this 

datapoint and the histogram number. Superposition of a fitted curve to a 

histogram of experimental quantities in the post-fit period makes it neces

sary to generate integration points in the pre-fit process, because integra

tion points are used for the display of the curve. Therefore, HIST must be 

called for the integration points as well as for the experimental events. 

1. ,3 Fitting 

The fitting consists of adjusting the parameters I al so that the theoret

ical function y (lxi, I a I) 'fits the distribution of the experimental datapoints ... 

The value of the function y(x, a) is given by the user-coded subroutine HUME 

for the point of coordinate Ixl\! and for the parameters lal. 

The fitting is performed following a: call from the user-supplied main 

program to thesuhroutine MAXIME. The routine makes the fit by maxi

mizing a function w(a) that depends on the type of fit (estimator), on the 

datapoints, and on the function y(x, a). By setting a common variable 

KTYPE to ~ specific value, the user may choose a particular stepping pro

cedure and a particular type of estimator from those available in OPTlME. 

Different estimators correspond to different functions w(a) as described in 

[1]. For instance, for KTYPE=11, w(a) is the logarithm of the likelihood 

:E log y (j x 11 ' I a I ) . 
Advice about what type should be used can be found under "KTYPE" 

in Section 3.2. 

,,,,-
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1. ~ 31 Theus e r ,function 

The function y{x, a) is referred taas the user function, a function of 

the variable parameters I a I and the variable I x I, wh()se value is either the 

datapoint I ~'Ik or the i~tegration point Ix 11 •. The user must provide a sub

routine HU:ME in which he calculates y from I x I and lal given to him in 

transfer vector. He has to store the result in a proper location in 

COMMON. 

The function y(x, a) is the expectation value of the distribution of data

points in the vpace of I x I if I a I were the true values of the parameters (see 

Ref. [1], Section, 1.2). When integration points with weight 0 1 are involved 

in the fit, it is important that f 01' y(x1 , a) represent the true integral of y~ 

For instance, if SAGE is used, the \\eights of the integration points 

reconstitute phase, space. To obtain the correct result, y(x, a) should be 

the. square of the matrix element corresponding to the parameters lal and 

to the variable I x I. 
F,or types 11 to 14, the fWlction y has ju~t the shape of the expected 

distribution and the fit wO,n't try to normalizs it to the experimental data. 

For types 3.4 and 20 the functiony is being adjusted so that the nor

malization of y to the total number of datapoints is of som,e ipiluence in the 

f~t. 

1.32' Variable and constant parameters 

Prior to calling MAXlME the user stores in a transfer vector PARME 

all parameters, fixed and variable, and any other information that he may 

want to have~vailable in HUME, but that does not depend on the datapoint. 

In a companion transfer vector ·1 LOe I the user specifies which of these 

parameters are to be variable during this fit; he also must specify how 

many parameters are to be varied. If the fit is good, the values of the var

iable parameters' I al that have been declared good are printed and left in a 

vector in blank COMMON. Those values are used for some optional calcu

lations and for the computations of the error matrix. While checking and' 

accepting that last set of values of I a I, MAXIME computes the next step. 

Without further checking that next step, . MAXlME will return the value of 

PAR ME in the transfer vector with that last step induded. 
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MAXIME:may be called .repeatedly to fit different sets of variable 

para:meters, .eachti:meusing the sa:me vector PARME in the calling se

quence. In that case the final values of the vectors PAR ME , UDA, and 

WGTfro:mone fit will automatically beco:me the initial values for the next 

fit, unless the user alters these values. 

1..4 Post-fit Processing 

Post-fitJprocessing includes the optional calling of several available 

subroutines, for exa:mple, to calculate an error matrix, or to nor:malize 

and print histogra:ms, if histogra:m data was prepared during the pre-fit 

processing. 

The u.,er :may call the subroutine AROME to calculate and print the 

error :matrix for the variable para:meters. The subroutines NOR ME or 

ENORME :may be called to calculate and print the integral of the function y 

by using the integration points. If the uSer wants a fitted curve on his 

histogra:ms, FAME :must be called. FAME will multiply a weight n(~) asso

ciated with an integration point by the function y(x, a) given by the user

function routine HUME. Histogra:m:ming the integration points with this new 

weight will represent the fitted curve. To print histogra:ms, the user final

ly calls the subroutine cocms [4]. 

\II j 
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2.0 EXAMPLE OF AN OPTlME PROGRAM 

This section contains ~n example of an OPTlME user's program and 

the corresponding printout .. !twas coded for use at LRL ona 6600 com

puter (having characteristics described in Section 10.1). The <::ard images 

for this sa~edeckare also stored in the second file of the source program 

tape, which is available on request from Werner Koellner. The neW user 

. might well punch this deck asa starting point for the use ofOPTlME. 



2.1 Program Deck 
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i-
'J. 

-.J 

, 
i 
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K', 

ClOOO02 
000002 
COOO02 

C 
COOO(l2 

000002 

" 000002 

, , 000002 

t 
000002 
000002 

000002 

000002 
C 

000002 

'c 
'000002 

000002 
000002 
000002 

C 
000002 
0.00002 

000002 
000002' 

C 
"i 0000.02 

: 000002 

000002 

000002 
C 

000002 
C 

,00(002 
000003 

C 

-s 

PI<OGkAM SAt'.- lEI INPUT, OuTt'UT, TAPEl =1,1 .. f't::2 =1, T APIi,,= I, T,APE5= 1" 
.TAPElo.=1,TAP~29·1,TAPE30·11 " 

CQMMON 'lt1' ' 
DIMENSION Ill11 
EQUIVALeNCE tl,Ill 

COMMONI.HISTMEI 
DUMMYI31, 

C OMMON/NORME I 
IEVTH 

WHV, NINT, WTHH~ WTl~AME,." 

-,'> 

NEV t 
Wr:UST 

, COMMONI.WRIMEI 
•• KTEV, KTINT, 

K'TFAKE, 
KTSeR, 
IWRI ME, 

KTHISTR ,"K1HI SH", 

COMMON/IMMEI 

KTRE Al, 
NWKD 

LEVENT, 
NOEVF, 

LBUFF, 
LWOROL, 

, 'LSTOR, 
LEVF, 

KWE,RR, KTAPf::, 

iTAPE, 
LEVR 

NOEVR, 

DATA !TAPE/OI ,,' ',", " .', ",'",' 
DATA LEVENT,LBUFF ,KTEV ,I<.T INT,KTSCR,KTREAl,KTYPE,K THISTRI 

1(500, iou, 1,2,30, 5,i3,20/' • '" 
DATA .KTHISTF/29/" ". 

COMMON/GAMEI 
KTYPE, KENO, tPRINt 

-'C", ,..;". 

LOGICAL TPRINT" 

COK140NiHUHEI , 
y', ET At 21. KOtoR, 'KPT .NW; 
MULT" KINO, ICASE 
IH1/HZ IHZ/OH IH3/NH IH4ilH ITOTALS/NHlsrs. 

DIMENSION HZC1"OHClI,NHtllrIHUI ' 
DATA tNHISTS=ll ' 
DATA HZ ,OH,NH,.lH/-5. ,0.5,ZO',51 

. [} IMENSION PAkME 141 ,LOC (41, WGTI" 1 .UOA( 41 
UA~A PARMEJ ' " ' , 

)(5. ;0. ,0. 5,0.1 
DATA Lot, \,(GT ,UOA/l,3 ,2 ,4,4*1. ,"".Oli 
DATA MSTEP,NBOUNO'~PAR,MAXPAR~REPj,. 

x 10.1,2,4,1.01 ' . 

COMMON/CASMEI 
, NCASE 
COMMONITOMEI 

HFAC, 
COMMUN/NUNAMEI 

LJGItAl 
XI(X I 31, 
T2NO. 

COM~ON/NPR/N(;VA 

,Hl " -10./3. 
DH 1./3~ 

NTOTFIZOI 

T2NU~ TCONST; WI~ 
TCONSt ' 

'~~ ;, . 
1.-

::' ~l, . 

,ir< 

.' ' 

::,-. ~ ", 

d. 

~. ~. -. 

,~ -,., 
.",'. 

-.-.;: ..... 

.,.. - .~ .,,: : . 

", ' ex> " ,,' 

.. ,", ;;': 

~". r 
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" 

1. 

.READ A~b PRJCESS _EAL DATA 

CA LL I M.HE ~ ':" 

.GENERAT!: ALTOGl:THE:R 1500 'DATAPOINTS ,'. . 

.USE 500 OATAPOINTS FOR THE FIT ,AND ALL FuR HISTOGRAMHING 

"lTOTF=500 
HFAC=3~J 
CALL INTII"eul 

-'.:;" 

.INITIAlIZE. OPTlMESTORAGE. IFOR CALLING NORME BEFORE HAXIMEI 

"CAlln>EPHt: I PARHE. LOC, WGT .UDA ,MS~EP,N80'JND. NPAI<, "IAXPARI". 

.CALCULATE THE INTEGRAL YIX,PARMElbxANO STORE,IN . .iI .f,(jR f,AME 

CALL NORMElw ItPARME,6HTESTl 1 ., 

.NORMAL IlE HISTOGRAM we I GHTS AND PLOT TO SEE 0 ISTilISUTI ON . 

.BE~ORE THE FIT . ' 

CALL FAHEtPARMEI 
CALL COCHI SE 

Z'CONHNUE 

~ . .:' 

.00 A F IT OF NPAR f =2). PAR AM"TEkS 

···'',.···0.··_:. 

. ", ~ 

CALL MAXI HEI PARME .LOC ~WGT ,UOA .MSH;P •. NSOUND.NPAR •. HAXPAR. 

.CALCULATE THE ERROR MATRIX 

tALL AROMEIPARMEI 

.{ 

.NORMALlI': THi: HISTOGRAM WEIGHTS USING HjE HUMEFUNCTlON 
..• WITH PARAMETt:RS .. ;)JU~TEO .TO PL9T A FITTEO CU.RVE: .. ·., 

1 CONTI NUE 
C.ALLFAHE IPARHE I 

CALL COCHIS 
STOP 
E'40 

P.OGRAM LENGTH I'4CLUDl~G Ijo SUFFERS 
00231i .,., 

FUNCTlO~ ASS IG.'iH"IHS 

~TAlEMENT ASS IGNHENT S 
1 OC[043 2 

~LOCK NAMES ANO LENGTHS 
O~C061 HISTMl-

HUME OOOCII HI 
'ASHE ~ C00001 TUMt 

C 00031 

000004 
OCOC'Ol 
:)oC025 

to,,' 

NORME 000006 
H2(,0000 1 
NUNAME-CC'oOOl 

'IiRIME 
.H3 
NPR 

000013 
0000C1 
OJOOOI 

~{ ;. 

IHME 
H .. 

C 
·C 

:',F," 

.. 

.00001'1 
000001 

t«. 

~.-; 

" .," 

GAME 
'. TOTALS,-

,;,' 

/~ . 

0000.03 
1)00001 

.. 

" ~ . 

I 
, .. "-.0 : 

.", 
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VARIABLE ASSIGNM~i'lTS 
OH eaoor': C II DUMMY, 

, ITAPE -, COC''JC3C(:5 II 
KTREAl -' r)000C:5C04 KTSCR 
"tAX PAR - ,OO..J125,MSTtP 
NTJTF ooeoe 1e 1b PARME 
UDA - ~C()1l6 ' wGT 

STA~T DF CdNSTA~TS-O~o652 

ROUTINE (O~PIlES IN:C414cc 

... ? ' 

... " .' 

r.c-ceooc02 ETA', 000001C07 HFAC 
00:)(,00(01 K TEV ~ocoooeo4 KTHISTF~ 
()00002CG4 KTVPE, - 000000(06 lBUFF 
000122 N6OUNO- ,000123" 'Hi' 
~OOlO2 " ReF 000120 TeONST;~ 
C-00112 ' HI' ,COOOOSC 17 xxx. 

TE~Ps--orOl0~ tNOIRECTS~OOOl02 

ooooooe 16 ,HI", ,,000000e10 I H ooooooe1'3 
DJO~O~~O •. ~THISTR~ ~CCD03e04' KTINT',- 000001(04, 
~COC(nCC5 ' UVENT - '000000e05 lOC'" 0001C6 
OOOCu,OC lL NH tSJS,- coooooel4'NPAR -·000124 
ooo~o4c17 TPRINT~-

" 

000002eoo T2NO~~ 00000)e17, 
")OC';OOC ,17 I ' ooooooeOI 

: .. :: 
':':;'-.'. 

(~, .. ' 

" : .... 
'0 

I 
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I 

! 
I.. 
I 

. ; 

].: 

I 
I , 

! . 

t:..~ 

000002 
000002 
.000002 
'000002 
000002 
000002 . 
000002 
000002. 
000'003 
000004 

000007 
000014 
'000015 
000016 
000017 

OP0011 

C 
.C 
C 
C 

.. C 

C 
C 
C 

.., 

SUBROUTINE DUMEtDATAI 
COMf10N ltil 
DIMENSION IHlI 
EQUIVALENCE Il.III . " . 

. COMf10N/HUME/V. ETA III ,KDER ,KPT .N'" ,MJl:r~KINDd CAsE' 
CO,",,",ON/IMME/Xt11 ;LEVF.LOATA .: ...•.. 
DATA (IUUIT~4HQUIT I . .~". 
DIMENSIONDATAIlI . 
NW = 2 . '. 

:U':.: 

ETA =.1. 
IF·IKIND.EQ.lJ GO TO 5 ;, ... 

.KIND=2 - GENERATE INTEGR~TION POIHTS FLAT 
. 8ETWEEN -3.333 AND 3~333 

.GETUMl IS NOT USED (SEE NEXT· PAGEl 

DATAlll = 6.b06.IRGENIRI~0.51 
DATA(21 .. 0.8' 
MULT =1 
RETURN 

5 CONT INUE 

.K 1 ND"l - PROCESS REAL OATA 

XK = WORD I 311 

i ... 

~ ~ .,' .. ' 

.J. 

" .. ," 

',. ~ ... ~.: ... 

} '·C· 

C 
C .MAKEA CUT ON THE DATA I IN TtHSTESTALL, wILL PASSI '.,-.' 

C 
,·000021 

00002 6 . 
IF IXK.GT.3.33.31 RETURN 
IF (XK_LT.-3.3331 RETUR~ 

'. C 
C 
C 

• MAKE ONE OAT 4 POI'NT 

000031 
000033 
00C034 
000036 
000037: 
000037 

DKaO.8 
:.OAT4111 = KK 

DATA(21 '" OK 
MULl" 1 
RETURN 
eND 

SUBPROGRAM. LENGTH 
000066 

FUNCTION ASSIGNMENTS 

STATEMENT ASS IGNMENTS 
5 -OOQ020 

.LOCK~AMES~ND LENGTHS' 
-. 00C001 HUME 

VARIABLE· ASSIGNMENTS 

.0(:0011 

.' 

. . 

-'.~~ .. 

.. :t'-:· 

-,:'. 

IMME - oOooir 

6K - 000065. . ETA 
NW - 0000C5C02 R . 

.000001(C2 IQUIT ~ 000002 .. Il 
OOO(j63 X 600000(03 XK 

STA~T OF ri~NSTA~is-cOC042 TEMPS~000052 INOIREC[S-000060 

.' .", ~ 

OOOOOOC01.KIND 
000004·l . 

C .•. , _ .. _:.._. __ .. __ .. -: 

~gg~g~~g~ .' MUL T 

~ .. - . . '. _ .. _--_ .. 

I' 
I' 

i 
I 

........ "-" .. J 

000006C02 

:1 .... 
~ .. ' 

1 

. '. 
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5(JB~JUTI.NE· GETUM2(·lB,LW. 
'~DUM~Y ~OU~lN~ TO ElIMI~ATE 

000004 
,O~C004 . 

", 1:-' ",.' ..' . '. . 
k_.llJ K t'4 
E~W .. 

SUBPROGRAf'.l EN.GT H 
000012 

FUNCTIONASSIGN~ENts 

STATEMENT ASSIGNM~~TS 
" ...... ' ,. .:, ",", 

'. 'BLOCK NAM£SAND Lt:rJGTHS 

VARtABL~ ASSIGNMENTS 

... r"'· 

".;,::. 

THE STANDARD G.E TUM2 •. ,J. 

START OFCONSTANTS-CO~JJ7 TpMPS--000010' " INDIRt:CTS-OC001'2 . "",.-

ROUTINE, COMPILES If! 0410CO 

(.-11:'7" ',J . '"~~ .. 

J 
~. 

N 
J 

'"'," 



j~ 

0000 0 2 .. 
'.' GeDOe 2 ,'. 

.' ooconi 
,(00('102 
000002 
000002 

'\ 

SUBRQUTI~E rllSTM~(OATA) 
, CUMMONI ( II . '.~' 

D I MENS ION I III ) 
'.:i)UIVAtENCE (Z ,Il) , . ". ' " 
CO..,r,1ONI HUI>1EIY, ETA ('2) t.KOtR t KPT ,NWtMULT,~I NO; ICA,S~> " 
c nM~10N INP R IN:JVA 
DIMci\lSIUN PARME(U ,DATA( 11 

,~ ~ 

c 
c .PRlPARe ONE HISTDGRAM OF THE QUANtITY STORED IN DATA(U' 

.', ' ... C 
, COC002 

, ,000005 
00.0006 

"Ct.tL H( 1 ,OATAU It 
,'RETURN 

END 

SUBP~bGRA~LENGTH 
000C11 

~o~tTroN ASS1GN~ENTS 

S TATEMENTA SS,IGNMENTS 

BlDCK NAMES ANOLENGTHS 
, ~. - 000001 HUME 

'\JAR IABLE ASS I GNMENTS 

...,. (,00011 NPR COOOCl 

ETA' ·····nCOO:)lU' 2, II 0C00\'3\)( 0'1 PARME- OOO()16 l 

START-OF CUNSTANTS-CCOCll TEMPS--C00013 INDIRECTS~OOOOlS 

ROUT INE COMP ILE 5 l.~ 04l:.:;OC 

, OOI)oooeo 1 

, 

I .,.-
Vol 
I 



", i 

I 
i 
I 
i 
I 

I 

i 

0000.04 
00.0.00.4 
0.00.0.04 
o.OOCC4 
000.00.4 
0.0.0.0.04< ,,' 
0.00.004 

" ,C; 

0.00.0.04 
00000.4, ' 

",,00.0.006 
o.GOo.O,7 
000.011 
00.0.0-12, 

000.0.1,4 
0.00011 
0.000.17 

,0.00.026 
,0000.30 

000.034 
00.0.040. 
0.0.0.041 

":" 

C 
C; " 

c, 
c 
c 

'C 

C 
C 
C 

S UBRGUTI NEHUME (PARME. OAT A I 
Cd~O"ON l( 11 
DIMENSIUN Il(ll 

" 

EQUIVAlt:NCE (hIl' ,'" "',, " 
COMMON/HUME/Y .,ET A (21 .kDER • KPT'NW. MUl T • KI NO; fCASE' 
COMMON/NPR/NOVA " ", ' ., 
o IHE,NSION: PARHHlI. OATAIlI ," 
COH'40NIPUWI A, B ,cp,o '" ' ;. " , 

, • SET UPPARAHETi:RSFilR THE FUNCTION XLIKE 

A= PARME UI 
B. ~, PARMH21 
CP= PARMH3i 
0'= PARME(4t 
XK = DATAl 11 
OK = OA1AI21 

, ,:~" 

....•. -

" 

.CAlCULATETHE liSER-FUNCTIONY (X ,PAR 1 
COOED INXLIK~ , ' 

yid XLI KE (XK ,OK 1 
,RETURN ' 

a:NTRYALARME 

.O~FINE BOUNDARy CO~OITIbNS 

, OA T A C 1 t .; 1. 
IF (PAR.MEIlIoLE.2. t OAU(lIIlli;';l~ 
TALARME-OATA( 1.1. EQ.-l. 0 ' 
RETURN 
!:I'4D ' ',', 

O".J .; 

, SUBPROGRAM LENGTH 
, o.o.()C66 ' 

FU~CT[ONASS[GN"'E~TS 

STATeMENT A~S[GNI4Er~TS 

BLOCK NA"'E5'ANo.'LENGTH5 
OOvOo.l HUME CCCO 11 NPR 

.. ,'.:' 

' ..... 

'.:. 

Clo.(lo.o.l' POW 

'", -

" 

;" .. ' 

'. k> 

,'.( 

,0.00.0.04 , 

VAiUABlEASSIGN"IENTS' 
A o.o.o.o.00(n4 AtAR~l 
ETA ODCOCICCl II ' 

0.000.62 8 ", o.cqoolco.'4,CP" 00.0.0.02(0.4 0. 
Oo.Oo.COCo.1 TALARME-OOOo.6SXK" ... GOOD63 Y 

START OF C()NSTANTS-'COCc44 TEMPS--o.Oo.050 INO,I REeT ~-OPo.054 

ROUTINE COMPILES I;~041o.o.t 
-< ~" 

" .. ' 

. ; ..... ~t ,/ 

. .J. 

Go.Oo.03C04DK 
- 0000.0.0(02 l" 

<.-. 

';,' , 

"; 

,CiOOo.6~ ", , 
OOOOOOCCl 

:-. 

I ..... ' 

~ 
I 



" 

I' 

000004 
000C04 
000004 
000004 
000004 
000005 
000005 
000010 
000012' 
000015 
00002Z 
000031 
oooC':n 
oooe33 
000C34 
000037 
000042 
000043 
000045 

r..::" " 

FUNCTION .XlIKEC~K,DKj 
COMMON/PO~/A,B,CPiO 
DIMENSION AlXCZCOI,Al6c200j 
DATA NS,XNS,XKlI29,30.,b.666i 
DATA ~TlOG/OI . 
If: ,(NTlOG.NE.OI GO TJ Z 
fIITlOG= 1 . 
xp:,= XKl/CZ.*XNSI 
003i=1 tNS. 
XKP ;,; XP*CZ"'J.,.11 
ALXIII = AlOG(XKPI 
AUlC 11 = AlOC( XKP+l. I 

.,3 CONT INUE , ' 
Z CONTINUE 

RI ~. o. 
DO 1 1=1 tN'S 
'XKP • ~P*C2*I-l1, 
xC = AlX( It 
XQ •. Al·Q( II, " . 

, 

. , 

-':., 

:1;" .. 

.. / . 

'000055 . 
000071 
000101 
000103 
OOOH)4 
000105 

RIS ~EXP(Xl*(A-Z.-B*XO+D*XO*.2)1 . 
RI S:"R1S*( EXP( - .5* (( XK+XKP 1I0KI.*2 I+CP*EXP (-.5*' (XK'-XKPI/OK I*"'.n I." 
PI = RI +RI S . ,., ' , " " 

i 
, 1. CONTINUE 

xl1KE~RI/OK 
RETURN 
ENt> . 

SUA PROGRAM lENGTH 
001006. 

FUNCTION ASSIGNMENTS 

STA TEMENJASS IGN"IENTS 
Z - 000034., : . . . 

! BLOCK NAMES AND lENGTHS 
POW - 'OOOOO~ 

liAR 1 ABLE 
A 

ASS IGN"4E' NTS 
. OOOCCOCOL,AlO . OOOOO.1COI CP 

.. 

i 
" [ 0010)0 NS 

000463 
000713 
OOlO,)3 

AlX 
NTU1G 
HIKE 

000153 
000776 
000l~Z ' ' 

,B ' 
RI 
XNS 

001002 RIS 

r 

j. 

XKl 00077 5 Xl 

START OF CONSTANTS..,OCCuc 

ROUTINE COMPILES IN CHOOO 

.., 0007!4 XP 

Ti::MP S--OOO 114 < INDIRECTS-OOOI5Q 

:j: 

~'. 

-000002COI 0 
OCH005' Xi(P 
000717, ,.XO 

- t" 

000003COI 
.001001 
001004: 

I .... 
U1 
I 



:OMPASSJ Z~PO .... ,. .1211 do (40J PAGEN • 

, . 
.. 

ZfRO.2 

ZE~b~3 
.ZERO.4 
ZERb •. S 

i ZERO.o 
t' ZERO.1 
! ZERO. 8 

LEPO~9 
ZERO~lO 
ZERO.ll 
HRC.12 
ZERO~ i3 
Z';RO~ 14 
ZERO.H 
ZFK00l6 
LERD.l'1 
ZERO~ill 
HRO.l9 
ZERO.20 

. ZERO.'l 
ZERO.22 
ZER.D.23 
HRO.24 
tEiW~25 

.ZERO.26 
lERO.Z.1 

': .IF.Rci.28 

\ 

ZcRD.Z9 
ZE.RU.31) 
lERO~31 '. 

! .• LOOP 
.i RETN 
i·soap 

. I . .. 

! 
i 

..... \'. 
.. 

oocce3 

oc-rGo .. 

00.OC05 
C')OCOo. 

00Qo.C1 

0(,C010 

CC'U:l1 

oor012 

CGCt:;ll .. 
00(1014 

ooor 15 

('0(',016 

lUENT IE.foIO. 
00OOi6 PRUGRA'" LENGTH. 

BLOCKS 

:>COOOO OC\)016.· PflDGRAM* LOCAL 

ENTRY POINTS 

OOOCO 1 LERrj 

.6122711176 
'. 76600 

0302000.014 + 
'. '6332:1 . 

613317111" 
!>h610' . 

51t. 0.0'00.0.1 
516l0DOOJi .. 

. 5161000C03 
5161000004 

51610(00C5 
5101CO(006 . .~ .• 

51610C0007 
6111(,0('.010 

.' 01130006('·6·':':
(\i21C00001 + '. 
5661 (J ... '. 

0111 000(,:01 
0621CO(C1" + 

0.40.0000001 .+ 
OO(,OOOl + 

+ 
KETN 

'.' LOPP 

soap 

ZERO 

ENTRY lERU 
VfO . Z':'/OHlERO,3.6/2' 
DAlAO' - . 
SAl' 62 
"'XZ 57 
IiX2 'XZ*Xl 
SB2 X1+IH 
SB2 .' 82-1 .. 
SX680 
ZRX2,SOUP 
sIn XZt-Bl 
SIl 3 83-1. 
s···. B1 
5,.81+1 
S .. b B1+2 
SA6·. B1+3 
SA6' 81+4 
SA6 'B1+5 
SA6 . Bl+6. 
SA6 61+:7 
S81 . 81+8.; . 
LT Bl,8j,LOOP 
LT. H2,B1,RETN-
SAbBl . 
SIH itl"l 
Gi: BZ,B1,SOOP 
i:Q BO,BC'''ETN 
EQU . RETN . 
ENO: 

" 

, 

,'. 

030652 UNuSED STORAGE 30' STATEi'lEIliTS '," it SYMBOLS 

00nO(06 
0010001 
OO~C014 

"":: 

PROGRt."'* 
.PROGRAM* 
P~OGRAM .•. 

"Y 

000012 
OOCOil, OOC~15~ 
OOOOO~,OOOQ1~ 

. , 

. OOC016.· >' 
-' .. 

Al 

, 

r 

1 . 

I 
~ .¢' 
I 

" ~ , 

.. 



·;i:' '\. 

·2.2 Printout 

f 

I 
i 
I 

I , 

'j 

i 

i 
I· 
i. 

,1 

I 

i ~ 
"! 

INPUT TAPE LABEL 3 1 44ft,! 

THIS TAPE ENCOUNTERED o PARITY ERRORS. 

50C fVE~TS WERE READ •. (TOTALI 

NUMBER OF REAL ·~VENTS ACCEPTED FOR ~IT ~OO 
SUM OF THE WE I GHT S 500.000 . 

THERE ARE 500· POINTS OF·· INTEGkATlON 
AND 1 REFERENCE j:tlNCTtONS. WHOSE INTEGRAl.SARf 

1.·I)I)O!:+OOFOP REF. FCT. 1 

NUMBER UFFAI(EO EVE:·NTS ACCePTEO FOR FIT 
SUM OF THE- WE IGHTS-;l~OOO 
S\JM OF THE WEIGHTS FROM PAME SOO.OCD 

TEsn 

- INTEGRAL OF Y 1.C5168E+02 

500 

5000701211~539 . It. o 

o RECORD CHECK. SUM E.RRORS A~D_ 

:5 

'. ~~ 

It ~j;, 

o 42; -9. 

o EVENT CHECK SUM ERRORS •.. 

- - -.- - - - '- - , .. ~.""- -- . - ~ ~,- - - .:.... ....;:, 

•. J. 

,r"· 

-:;'''''' - - .-....::. ~- - -.:... ,-,~: . 

I ... 
-.J 
I 

" 



":"'-OPT I"IE 
126.0. 

'123.2 
120 •. 4 ...... 
11 7.6 
114.S 
112.0 
109.2 
·106~4 
.103.6 
100.8 
'·98.(0 
·95 •. 2 
9'2.4 
89.6 
86.8 
84.0 

~ISTOGRA"'NUMBER 1 

\> 

:r·': . 
81.2 ." 
78.4 
.75.6 
'72.8, 

' ...... . 
70.0 
67.2. 
64.4 
61.6 
5.8.8· 
56.0 .' 
53.2 
50~4 
47.6 
44.8 

.42.;0":.,-.·..:-
19.2 
36.4 
33 .• 6 
~O.8 

28.0 
25.2 
22~4 
19~6 
16.8 .. 

. 14~(\ 
n.t 
'·8.4 .' 
5.6 
2.8 

4 
3· 3. 
;. 
3' 0 
3 
~ 
3 

.3 

0 
·c 
'0 
"0 

TOT ALCONTENH 

.3 
6 

0 

:':" 

•••••• 

.............. 

•••••••• 
~-..;---....... --..,---

•••••• 

2 3 2 .,.. 
2 6 2 0 2 2 1 1 9 

, . .' 
6 C .3 0 oJ. C 6 d 0 
6 .3 C 6 0 
6 .3 C 6 0 
7 .3 :> 7 C 

~~OOOOGE.C2 UNDERFLb~ 0.' 

,. ..... .f. 

.... ~~.;. ., . 

•••••• 
"., .•••• *' .•.. 

• •••••• ,,\,', ................................ 
I 

0. 2 . . 
6 0 3 0 0 C 3 ::) 6 0.· 0 . G .3 C l?' 0 
6 .3 0 .3 6 0 .3 6 
6 .3 

.. 
(; .3 b 0 3 6 

7 .3 o .' .3 7 .\i .3 7, 

OVERFLOW = .. 0. 

-~~--.~.:. 

•••••• 
•••••• 

• ••••• 

0 0 .3 0 6, O· 
O . 3. 6 
0 .3 6 
0 3. 7 

.Q :? 

•••••• 
.~---

4 
3 5 . '. 
C 0 
0 
0 
0 

. ,.""-..... ; . 

126 
123 
120 
118 
115 
112 
109 
106 
lQ~.· 
.101 

98. 
9S 
92 
90 
81 
84 
81 
78 
16 
13 
.10 
67 
64 
'62 
59 
S6 

.1). 
50 
48 
45 
42 
39 

.'36 . 
34 
31 
28 
25 .. 
22 
ZQ. 
17 
14 
11 
8· 
0: 
3 
o 

I'· ... 
00 
I. 



,~ .~ : ,,'i:. '. 

PROGRAM CONSTANTS S;" 

==~========~=~=== 

CHILIM= i.OE-02RLI~= 1.0E-10 .clIM= 1.0-200. TMAX=9.0E;-Ol rt-UN: 1.OE-01 

·TDIAG= F TCONST= F T2ND= F TPgIN1= T .TDJRCO=F 

.... '" " 



,i' 

i 

j' 

, . 
. t· 

I 

I 

F IT NUMBER 1 
==_=======z================== 

NU"8E~OF VAIUA8LEPA~AMHERS 
HIGHEST ORO.NO. OF VAR.PARAHS 
~X.NUM8ER':OF ATTEtlPTED STEPS 

PA~ME 

AR~AY 

TO LMAX 

. 11 5 .OC·OE +00 
21 0 

·3. 5 OOtE-Ol 
' .. 4' C . 

',:. 

LPARHE= 
LMAX=< 

. MSTE~E= 

VARlA8LE 
PAKAMETER 
LOCATION' 

.1 
'3 

13 
1 

.2, .. ' 

icl: ',' 

UNWEIGHTED 
DtRIVATlVE 
I Ne REMENTS' 

10 OOOE ... 02 
1.OOOE-02 

TYP~OF. FIT . MAX.lOG KTYPE= 
NUMBER OF EOUATIONS FOR SciUNOS 
NUM8EROF TAPES (FILES. USED 
KTE V= . 1 K TI NT = 2 

6· 
KTSCRa " '30 KTH1STR= 

:," 

~"\"':' 

.... ' .. -; ... 

wEIGHJ 
'. '. fOR ...... . 
DERIVATIVE C;' 

1.00. 
1.00 

.20' . KTHISTF= • 

-, ~ 

'.; 

.. .?~'. 

. \'.' -;: . 

29 KT~EAL= :.:' 

.,-:, 

5 KTFAKE-

'J.' :. 

x 

I 
N o 
I 

i 



, 
. ! 

I 

J 

AT STEP NUMB 

LOCAT.ON 
INPARME 

ARRAY 

'1 
3 

"~'::. 

o 

" 

: CENTRAL 
VALUE. 

5.000E+OO 
5.0.eCE-Ol-

CENTRAL '. 
. IIALUE 

-81.66 

INCREMENT 
FOR'" 

DERIVATIVE: 

l~ooeE-02 
l.OOOE-02 

PARAMETERS 
========== 

DER III.FLAG PARTIA~ 
_ .DNS \III. W.D·() . 

P M' P.M 

1.052E+02 . 
5.406E+iH 

FUNCTION 
========' 

TOTAL 
DNS 

l.592E+02 

CO.MMENT NEXT _ . 

pR~~~!ED' 

-1.318E+00 
3.169E-Ol 

GRADIENT. 
DOT STEP 

1.592E+02 

II' " 

FIT .NUM8ER 1 

BEST 
IIALUE 
SO"FAR 

5.000(:+00 
5. 1 O.OE-O 1 

BESr.·· 
VALUE 

-79.57 

SCM= 211 

............................ >I! ............................... ~~! ........... ;. •• ~; •••••.••••••••••••• * ••••• ~ •• !.* .. !~ ••••••• i. 
A.T STEP NUIolB 

LOCATION 
INPARM~ 

ARRAY 

1 
3 

1 

CENTRAL 
IIALUE 

3.68ZE+OO 
~~169E-Of 

C!:NTRAL 
- vALUe 

33.13 

INC.REMENT 
FOR 

OERI VATIIIE 

1.472E-Ol 
·4.310E-02 

. pARAMETERS 
.=========:; 

DER III .• FLIIG 
W WOO 
PM· P.M. 

PARTI AL 
DNS 

2.930E+Ol 
1~730~.oi:c 

FUNCTION 

TOTAL 
DNS 

4.1>60 E+Ol 

COMMENT NEXT .. 
PROPOSED . 
.·~TEP._ 

-6.729E-Ol 
3.122E-Ol 

GRADIENT 
OuT STEP' 

4.660E+Ol 

FIT NUMBER 1 

BEST . 
VALUE 
SaFAR 

3.~35EHiO 
8. 1 69E..,O 1 

BEST 
VALUE' 

38.79 . 

SCM= 221'" 

•••••• * •••••••• * •••••• .! ... ~ ••••••••• *.>I! ................... * •••.••• ** •• **~.** •••• ** .•••••• >I! ••• ~ ••••••••••••• : •••• ~,.~ ••••• ~ •••• 

AT STEP NUMB 2 FIT NUMBER 1 

I 
N .. 

.:-.:-



, 
I 

I 
L:' 

! ,. , 
. , 

:'j 
.... i 

I 
f.:· 

'1. 

!-

/ .. 
!. 

LOCATION 
IN PA~~~ 

ARRAY . 

1. 
3 

CEiH"AL 
VALUe 

3.C09E+GQ 
1.129£+(( 

CENTdL 
VALUe 

59.74 

INCREMENT 
FO~ 

DEklvATlvE 

1.304E-01 
7.500E~O~. 

DERIV.FLAG 
WW l! U 

. P'" 1:''' 

PAtHIAL 
DNS 

3.729~~Ol 
9.524£-01 

FUNCTIuN 
=====:== 

TOTAL 
DNS 

·1.325E+()C 

,CU~MEt~T 

",:<- " 

N~XT 
PRuPGS£U 

STcP 

-b .• 665£-02'· 
1 ~04lE-01 

GRADIENT 
DOT STEP 

1.325E+00 

",,':.; 

BEST,. 
VALU!: 
SO fAR 

3.017E+00 
1.2C4cfOO 

BEST 
VALUE 

~O.14 

SCM= 221 

. . . . 

•• *~.** ••• *.* ••• *****~**~****.**.****~~**.~~.*** •• , •••• ~**.* •••••••••• *.~* •• ***.*.*.* ••••• *.i •• * ••••••••••• * •••••••• ~ •.. '.' .' ..' ....."' . :-. :","',' " ,.' . .-" ......... ':-,-. ." ."," .. ", ,. .. -'.-. . . ", ....... ',' 

'AT STEP NUMd . '" 3 

LOC~TIOM 
. l~ PAPME 

ARRAY 

1 
3-

CHJTRAL. 
VALUt: 

2~943~.OO 
1.233E+06 

- CENTRAL 
. VALUE 

cO.lt1 

INCI\t:MfNT 
fOR' 

DERl VA TI IfE 

1~1~8E-Ol . 
1.600~-Ql 

;.: 

PARAMETERS 
========== 

DER,IIf.FlAG 
Ii W- DO. 

PARTI AL 
DNS 

,P .. '~ p'", 

1.752E-Oo. 
3.02.oE"'03 • 

fUNC TlllN 
===~====. 

TO·TAL 
DNS 

3.OZ2E-03 

CO"'~ENT 

AUJ,US TED' 
AON~tED 

_NEXT 
PROPOSED 

'. -STEP 

...... ':. 

.7.244E-05 
6.416£-03 

GRADIENT 
OuT STEP 

3.022E-03 

fIT NUMBER 1. 

-.:. 

'SCM:': '321' 

.~**.~** 1Ii.*.****** ..... *. **** * **** .**.* •• *.*-**.***.;..**~~ ••. * *.*.**~* *.*. ***** •• * ••• ** •• * .................... ,.. ••••••••••••••• _ 

. ~,. tl. : .. 

I 
N 
N 
I. 

; .. ::..-.--

< .. , 

" 

,- ;"- .~. 

. .;., 



#' 

BEST FIT FOUNDiH~lkRt.I3GVE CONDITIONS 

NUMaERbF STEP~ACCtP~cO 
NUMt:lEP' OF ATTt:'1PTEDSTEPS 

3 
4 

END. OF FIT NUMHER 1 
===.: = = =.= =: ==== ~ == = ======.==='== =='=~=== 

"". 

'NUi~B~ROF nATA POINTS' 
N.u"ltlER ··OF PHEGF< ArION. POINTS 

. -',"' 

THtRETURNEDPAf;AM::il;;i<S CLlI'.RESpuNu TO STEP ,4 

11 
21 
31 
41 

PAi\'H: 
ARRAY 

TQ LI·14x 

2.943:: +0.0' 
o. 
1.24.0= +0;-; 
n. 

VAR I ABLE 
PARAMETER 
LctA T ·1 (J I\; 

, 1 

3 

~ . . 

UNWclGHTEO 
DtRIVATI~E 
INCREMfNTS 

1.148E;".Gl. 
1.uc6E-01 

WeiGHT 
FOR 

OEt< I VAHVE 

1.00 
"·1.00 

, ' 

50(; 
5CV 

, :; 

W'. • 

'. '*.* *** *** ** **** *. ~***~**~.** •• * **** ** .~*.*** ***.***. * ••• *** ***.******.* ***.*",'.**.*** *** *:* ••• * •• *.** ••••••••• ,.* •••••• 
xxxx x x xxxx xxx xxxx xicx!< xxx xxxxx '. 
x xx x X )( x x )( x x x 
xxxx x x x X x x x xxxx .xx.xx x x 
x x xx x x X .' x x x 'x x 
xxxx x x xxxx xxx' I( X' xxx :x 

. . 

*** ** ...... **** * •••• ,,:**"' ... *.** * *** ****. ****,*** •• *** * ",** ***** •• ,.,***** *. *.*,** *.* •••• "''''**. * •• **.*.* ............ *.:-! •••••• 

. ERROR HATR I x 

1.27464E~C2 

4. 71150E-04. 
4.7115('E-04 
1.36297E'-02 
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. 3.0 DESCR.IPTION OF USER-FURNISHED ROUTINES i .. 

This sec~ion contains a detailed description of the requirements for 

the routines that must be provided by the user to make OPTlME an opera

tional fitting program. Section 4.0 describes routines that may be furnished 

in some cases. Calls to these routines are normally satisfied by dummy 

routines within the OPTlME system when not supplied by the user. 

3.1 Notation 
. . . 

The notatic:m used in the following descriptions makes implicit refer-

ence to FORTRANcoventions. On the left-hand side we usually indicate 

the form of tbecoding that is requi'red, thus 

DIMENSION WGT (N:pAR) means that a Fortran Dimension Declaration is 

required that reserves at least NPAR words for the variable WGT. 

DATA (KTEV=1) means that the variable KTEV may be set to the value 1 

by a Fortran Data.: Declaration, and DATA (LOC (i» means that the vector 

I LOC I may be filled with a Fortran Data Declaration. 

The word "fill" or "set, " as for example in "set NCASE=k," will mean 

that the operation is to be done with an executable statement. 

COMMON / / means that the variables in the list are declared in Blank 

Common. COMMON/NAME/ signifies a labelled COMMON. 

On the right-hand side of the page you will find explanations or de

scription's of the effect that the coding statement will have. 

AU examples are coded to run on the computers at LRL. 

3.2 The MAIN Program 

PROGRAMNAME(lNPUT,OUTPUT, TApE1=1, TAPE2=1, TAPE4=1, 

CTAPE5=1, TAPE 20 =1, TAPE29=1, TAPE30=1) 

C OMMON/ CASME/ 

C NCASE 

COMMON/GAME/ 

C KTYPE, KEND, IPRINT 

COMMON/IMME/ 

C LEVENT, KBUFF, LSTOR, ITAPE, 

C NOEVF, LWORDL, NEVF, NDATA 

NOEVR j 
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C OMMON/NUNAME/ 

C NMAT, NBUFF, DACUTM, T2ND, TCONST, 

C WI, WR 

LOGICAL T2ND, TCONST 

COMMON/RENOI 

C : NP, EGM, AMASS(10) 

. COMMON/SAGME/ 

C PLAB, PCM(4, 11), P(8) 

COMMON/TOMEI 

C HFAC, NTOTF(20) 

GOMMON/WRIME/ 

C KTEV, KTINT, KTSCR, KTIllSTR, KTHlSTF, 

G KTREAL, KTFAKE, KWRlME, KWERR, KTAPE, 

C NWRD 

C OMMON/ULABEL/ILABEL(3) needed 

COMMON/HISTLB/HLAB(3, i) 
for 
histo-

COMMON /H1/HZ / H2/DH / H3/NH / H4/IH / TOT ALS/NHISTS g ramming . 

DIMENSION 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 

DATA 

PARME(MAXPAR) 

LOC(NPAR) 

WGT(NPAR) 

UDA(NPAR) 

RES(NPAR + 1) 

HZ(i), DH(i), NH(i), IH(i) 

(ITAPE = k) 

where MAXPAR = total number 

of pararnete rs. 

NPAR = number of variable 

paramete rs. 

for histogramrning; i = max 

number of histograms. 

Controls reading of input file 

KTREAL (experimental data) 

by the standard'subroutine 

GETUM1. 

k = 0 - only one reel of data; 

file will be returned at end 

k = 1 ~ if more than 1 reel of 

data 

, ' 
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DATA (LEVENT = j) 

DATA (KTEV = 1) 

" (KTINT = 2) 

" (KTSCR = 30) 

" (KTREAL = 5) 

" (KTFAKE = 4) 

" (KTHlSTR = 20) 

k = 2 - one reel of data; will 

be left rewound at end. 

length of unpacked real event; 

j must not be less ~han 500 

when data in ARROW format 

is read. This area will be 

filled by unpacking routines 

(WORD, etc.). 

The following seven variables 

map the file -names defined on 

the above program card into 

OPTlME. The values of these 

variables arid which ones need 

beset is in part determined by 

the files declared on the pro

gram card. The following ex

amples correspond to the above 

program card. 

Necessary 

when expe rimental data are 

used during fitting (written 

by IMME) 

when integration 

points are used 

when integration 

points are us ed 

(w'ritten 

by 

INTlME). 

when expe i'imental data are 

to be read (read byGETUM1). 

when integration points are 

already prepared on tape 

(requires special version of 

GETUM2). 

when histogramming exper

imental data (written by HlST). 
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DATA . (KTI-llSTF = 29) 

" 
" . ,(IPRINT = 0) 

(NTOTF( 1) = k) 

" (PARME(i» 

" (LOC(i» . 

when histogramming inte

gration points to produce a 

fitted normalized curve 

(read by FAME). 

when it is desired to suppress 

printing during stepping (only 

initial and final print will ap

pear). 

k is the number of integration 

points that are to be used for 

fitting and his tog ramming (see 

als 0 HF AC below). 

with starting values for all 

paramete rs. 

with integers pointing to the 

location of the variable param

eters in PARME. 

The numbers in LOC need not 

be ordered in a particular way, 

thus LOC can be used to fit 

parameters in a different order 

than they are stored inPARME. 

For example, to vary 

PARME(8) and PARME(2) one 

might have DATA (LOC=8, 2,1, 

3,4, 5,6,7) and then in the call 

to MAXlME specify NPAR=2. 

Computing time can sometimes 

he saved if LOC(i) is filled 

with a negative pointer. Then 

the derivative for the 

.(ABS(LOC(i»)th parameter in 

PARME is evaluated only in: 

one (positive) direction. See 
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t>ATA WGT(i) 

DATA UDA~i) 

DATA. (KTYPE = k) 

also Ref. [1], Section II. 3. 
. , 

with the weights for the deriv-

ative increments. They are 

involved in the computation of 

the derivative increments and 

should usually be set to 1.0. 

If.the user supplies his own 

derivatives he must set 

WGT(J)=O.O to indicate to 

OPTlME that he furnishes the 

derivatives for the paral!leter 

spec~fied by: I L.OC I j (see. Sec -

tions 7.1 and 7.31). 

with th~ initial derivative in-
. , . 

crements. Note that when fil-

ling WSiT and UDA one 'should 

keep in mind the way LOC was 

filled, since WGT(l), for ex

ample, will apply to the 

(ABS(LOC(i») th parameter in 

PARME. 

. this is set to an integer to se-

1ect a type 'of fit. This varia

ble allows choosing of a func

tion w(a) and a method of com

puting the step. The exact 

description of those types of 

fit are given in Ref. [1]. A 

complete fit of the function 

y(x, a) to the data with shape 

and normalization of the dis

tribution requires type 3,4, or 

20. Type 20 is in general 

. faster but less accurate than 
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When histograms are being made by the 

user the following variables should be 

filled for use in COCHIS: 

DA TA( NHISTS=i) 

DATA(HZ(n)= r ), 1::::: n~ i 
.n 

DA TA(DH (n) = t,), 1~n~i 
n 

type 3 or 4. Types 3 or 4 

correspond to the same func

tion w(a), but different math

ematics for the step computa

tion. If y is reasonably linear 

in I a I, type' 4 is faste r o~ the 

computer. Otherwise type 3 

may be preferable. Types 11, 

12, 13 and 14 are a fit of the 

shape of the distribution y 

only. Types 11 and 12 use the 

same function w(a); they can be 

used only if the integral of y is 

constant as a function of the 

parameters I a I. Types 13 and 

14 correspond to the same 

function w(a). They compute 

the integral of ' the function y 

and its derivative at each step. 

Again types 12 and 14 have a 

faster convergence if y is rea

sonably linear. Otherwise types 

11 and 13 may be preferable. 

All types except type 11 require 

integration points. 

i is the total number of histo

grams desired. 

'f 1 1" f th h' specl y ower lmlt 0 n . lsto-

gram. 

specify bin width of nth histo-

gram. 



DATA (NH(n) = 1 ), 1 ~ n~ i , n 

DATA (IH(n) = k
n

), 1, ~ n~ i 

where IH(n) = 1 

= 2 

= 3 

IH(n) = 4, 5, 6 

DATA ILABEL/1/ 
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DATA (HLAB(j. i). 1 ~j ~3. 1 ~ i ~NHISTS) 

If desired set TlND ::: • TRUE. 

specifynuinber ef bins in nth 

histegram. 
Of f' 'f th hO t ' speC1 y erm 0. ' n 1S egram. 

histegram o.nlY experimental 

data. 

histegram experimental data 

with fitted curve superpesed. 
2 ° ' 

same as 2 plus X prlnted~ 

so-called "big-bin" histo.grams, 

with specificatio.ns as IH = 1, 2, 

3; see also. Ref. [5]. 

lLABEL(1) = 1 signals that 

headings (labefs) are to. be 

printed en all histo.grams. 

ILABEL(2) and ILABEL(3) are 

net used her'e. 

when ILABEL(1) = 1 fill HLAB 

with headings to. be printed fer 

each histo.gram. Each head -

ing willcensist ef up to three' 

ten-character wo.rds in Hellerith 

(Afd) fermat. 

No.rmally T2ND = • FALSE. and 

the standard precedure during 

fitting is to. 'calculate the func

tien w( I a I), alli ts derivatives, 

and the E matrix fer each 

attempted step before checking 

if, the functio.n has impreved. 

This pro.cedure takes the least 

amo.unt o.f time as lo.ng as the 

functien is well behaved and 

mo.st attempted steps are ac

cepted. If, ho.weve r, many 

,,., 



Set 

If desired set 

HFAC = t 

NBUFF = n 

(n > 1027) 

.. . ~ ,~, ' .. 

, ' 

steps are attemped unsuccess - __ 

fully:L e~,~~fusedf6'r lack of 

i~provem~nt of w(a), the uSer 

sh~~id set T2ND = • TRUE. be-

fo~e calling MA)(IME. Then 

before-the derivatives are com

Juted'~ sub~outine CALME 

will be called to calculate orily 

the fun'7tion and it will check 

, immediateiy if there has been' 

an improvement or not. 
, ..... ; ; :'. .... -: ". r ' .. : ','" ( 

1.0~ t; setting HFAC,isneces~ 

saryonly when 1: > 1.0 because 
..' . . '.' . , 

the default value of 1.0 is set 

by OPTlME with a data state

ment. 

The total number, of 
" ' 

integration points that will be 

'generated is NTOTF(1»:eHFAC. 

ofthis~' NTOTF(1) integration: 

points will be to~sidered for 

~se fnthe fit, while all points 

will be considered for histo":' 

gramming. - Thus, HFAC 

determines the number of ex

tra integration points that will 

-be ge~~rated, to produce 

-- smoother fitted c-q,rves in the 
" .,,: ~" ", " . . 

histogram. ' 

Normally NBUFF is set 

to1027bya data statement in 

QPTlME. This determines the 

size of the buffer, Clnd thereby 

the ,max. 
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Pre-fit processing: 

Preparation of expe rimental data: 

CALL IMME 

size of the logical records, 

namely (NBUFF-3)/2, for all 

files written by OPTIMEex

cept those for COCHIS. In 

order to de"crease the cost of 

computlng. by decreasing the 

number of monitor requests it 

might be advantageous to in-; 

crease NBUFF. 

This routine processes ex-

pe,rimental data and prepares 

it in a format suitable for the 

fit. 

It calls a routine GETUM1 

which reads the data from the' 

file KTREAL (see also Section 

4.2), and presents one event at 

a time to the user -subroutine 

DOME. There the user decides 

if the event should be used in 

the fit and/or in the histogram, 

or not at all. 

After DOME the user-subroutine 

HISTME is called. from where 

the user may call the routine 

HIST to prepare histograms. 

, The events that were selected 

for the fit are finally written to 

the file KTEV, while histogram 

quantities for those events to 

be used in the histogramming 

are wri hen to the file KTHISTR. 
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Preparation of integration data (not necessa.ry for the fit when KTYPE=11): 

Set NP = to the number of particles in 

the final state. 

fill AMASS(i) = 

CALL lNITL (B, T, ECM,PLAB, X) 

Specify: B = 
T= 

PLAB = 

CALL INTlME(NREF) 

Specify: NREF = 

with their masses. 

. This routine need be called 

here only when the user chooses 

to use the standard routine 

GETUM2 which generates fake 

particle interaction and decay 

final states, in the c. m. frame, 

flat in masses and angles (see 

also Section 4.3). 

Mas s of the beam particle 

Mass of the target 

Laboratory beam momentum 

The routine will return the 

c. m. energy in ECM, which is 

a variable in the 

COMMON/RENOI; also, 

COMMON/INIT/BM(4), TG(4) 

will be filled with beam and 

target 4-vectors respectively. 

.This routine controls the gen

eration and preparation of in

tegration points. 

number of so-called reference 

functions that the user might 

provide via the user-subroutine 

FLAME (see Section 4.5). If 

the user does not program his 

own routine FLAME, to provide 

"reference functions" he should 

call INTlME with NREF = 1. 
, 

INTI ME calls the routine 
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Begin fitting: 

, " 

GETUM2, which performs the 

generation with the aid of the 

subroutine ;package' SAGE [3], 

and then presents one event at 

a time to the user subroutine 

DOME and HISTME just as de

scribed for the expe rirrtental 

data. 

Finally the integration points 

that were selected for the fit 

are written to file KTINT, 

while all integration points to 

be used for histogramming 

fitted curves together with 

their histogram quantities are 

written to the file KTSCR. 

CALL MAXI ME (PAR ME , LOG, WGT, UDA, MSTEP, NBOUND, NPAR, MAXPAR) 

Specify: MSTEP = 

NBOUND= 

'NPAR = 

MAXPAR = 

maximum number of steps to be 

attempted in this fit. 

number of boundary conditions 

that the subroutine ALARME 

will test when testing for bound

ary violations. See Section 4.1. 

number of variable parameters 

number of total parameters in 

PARME array (i. e., length of 

the vector PARME). 

All other input quantities were 

already filled with data state 

ments. 

If NBOUND >0, ALARME will be 

called during the fitting and the 

returned values used as described 
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Post-fit processing: 

CALL AROME 

in [1]. Fitting proceeds then 

with the routine printing infor-
'. . 

mation at each step and at the 

end of the proces s. 

At theconc1usion of the fit the 

user :..villfi'nd in PARME(i), 

WGT(i), UDA(i) the final values 

for those variables. Thus if 

MAXIME were called again 

without altering the transfer 

vector, the starting values for 

that fit would be the final values 

of the last fit. 

The variable KEND in 

COMMON/GAMEl indicate~ the 

type of ending of the fit that 

occurred. Upon succes sful con

clusion of the fit the value of 

KEND will be 1. Other values 

and their meanings are described 

in Section 6.1. 

This routine maybe called by the 

user immediately after MAXIME 

to calculate and print the error 

matrix (ERR). If the fit is mean

ingless the routine will just re

turn with a comment. 

If, the fit is good the matrix (ERR) 

is calculated and AROME will 

print it and store it in blank' 

COMMON. Please see Section 

5.3 .for details. 
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Note: The following post-fit routines may be 

called before or without fitting. In that case. 

the subroutine PREPME must be called ahead 

of them at least once to initialize some post

fit requirements (see Section 5.1). 

CALL NORME(RES. PARME. ICOM) 

of CALL ENORME(RES. PARME. ICOM) 

This routine may be called by the 

user to numerically calculate 

. f y( I x I. I al j ciX in the space of 

x. where y( I x1 1 • la I) is the' 

function programmed in HUME. 

Obviously •. integration points 

must have been prepared. 

The answer is returned in 

RES( f) but will not be printed 
. ..... . 

when ICOM = O. If the user 

sets ICOM~qual to a comment 

of up to fO Hollerith characters. 

e. g .• CALL NORME(RES. PAR., 

f OHFIRST CALL). the comment 

. together with the answer from 

NORME will be printed (see 

Section5.Z) . 

This routine calculates not only 

the integral of y(lxl.lal) bu~also 
the NPAR derivatives of the in

tegral of y. where NPAR is the 

number of va:riable parameters 

of the preyious fit or transmitted 

by PREPME. The integral of y 

will returned in RES( 1). while 

the derivatives of the integral 

will be in RES(j). 2~ j~ NPAR+f~ 

All other comments under 

"CALL NORME" are true here 

also. 

i 
! 

I )-" I 
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For histogramming: 

CALLFAME(PARME) This routine must. be called if 

the user made calls to HIST 

from HISTME for integration 

data, i. e., if he wanted fitted 

curves superposed in the histo

grams. 

FAME and C OCHIS may 

be called several times, e. g. , 

with different values in the 

PARME array. FAME calls 

the subroutine HUME with that 

PARME in the transfer vector 

and with the variable KIND set 

to 3. The user function y(x, a) 

is used to calculate a new weight 

for each integration point. For 

types 11,12,13, and 14, where 

the fit is independent of the 

normalization of y, FAME also 

uses the integral WI = Jf(x) dx, 

among other quantities, to 

correct the weights of the inte

gration points that are used in 

displaying fitted curves. They 

will be normalized to the ex-

pe rimental events in the region 

which is covered by the fit (see 

.Ref.[ 1], Section III. 4). Note 

that, whenKTYPE = 11, WI is 

not calculated during the fit, 

since no integrations are done 

there, and the user must fill 

WI with the value of the integral 



CALL COCHIS 

STOP 

END 
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of y prior to calling FAME. 

NOR ME may be used to calcu

late WI. 

This· routine is called to print 

his tog rams of the expe rimental 

data with or without fitted 

curves superposed according to 

the way they were prepared 

during the pre-fit processing by 

the user's calls to HlST from 

HISTME (see Section 3.32). 

Note: The user may also say 

"CALL COCHISE. " 

3.3 User Routines Called DuririgPre-fitProcessing 

3.31 Subroutine DOME 

This routine is called once per event either from IMME when experi

mental everl,tsare being processed or from· INTIME when integration data is 

being generated. 

The 'PtlrPOSe of this routine is to allow the user: to make selections (cuts) 

from the set of experimental or fake events that are on hand, to make prelimi

nary fit-independent calculations, and to store in a data array-- for each event 

that is to be used in the fit or for histogramming- -only those quantities that are 

required in the later. calculation of his function in HUME. 

Any calculation that involves the data but is independent of the parameters 

lalof the f-unctiony(jxl, lal) should be done here rather than in the subroutine 

HUME. This is because DOME is called once or twice per fit while HUME is 

called many times. 

Normally, experimental data is given in packed (ARROW) format [2]. 

Several functions and subroutines are available in OPTIME to unpack this data 

. [5]. If the input data is in another format the user must furnish his own sub

routine GETUloA1 (see Section 4.2). 
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Integration data, from the standard routine GETUM2, is given stored 

beginning in word ISBUF30f blank COMMON (see below). 

The variable KIND is1 when an experimental event is at hand and it is 

2 when a fake event is at hand. 

SUBROUTINE DOME (DATA) 

COMMON/ / 

C 

DIMENSION 

EQUIVALENCE 

COMMON/HUME/ 

C 

C 

. COMMON/IMME/ 

C 

C 

COMMON/SAGME/ 

C 

DIMENSION DATA(1) 

Z(2) 

IZ(2) 

(Z, IZ) 

Y, 

MULT, 

LEVENT, 

NOEVF, 

. PLAB, 

ETA(2), 

KIND, 

KBUFF, 

KDER, 

ICASE 

LSTOR. 

!PT, NW. 

NOEVR, 

LWORDL, NEVF, 

ITAPE, 

NDATA 

PCM(4, 11), P(8) 

Upon entry, the variables 

MULT, NW, and the vector 

DATA are set to zero (0) by 

OPTIME, while ETA(1) is set 

to 1.0 for experimental data or 

to the weightof the integration 

point for integration data. The 

variable NDATA specifies the 

maximum length for the DATA 

array for both faked and expe:r':' 

imental events. It is preset to 

NDATA = 20 and may be changed 

with an executable statement 

prior to calling IMME or INTIME. 

When KIND = 1 we have a 

real event beginning at 
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Z(LEVENT + 1). 'If the data is 

in ARROW format, it can. be un

packe(iinto the area beginning, 

at Z (11 with the us e of the 
.' . 

, .,~. 

functions 

. . ' to unpack the 
WORD(i,)Or W(i) "j' ~esire,d word, 
IWORD(i) ,or IW(I) 1 and '71sp :' 

. store lt ln Z(l) 

·orthe subroutines 

'P:ARTEY(i, J)to unpack wordsi 

'to'j into loc~tions Z(i) 'to Z(J) 

. or 

ALEVENTtq unpack' the ~hole" 

event and store it beginning at . 

Z '('1)" ~!. : '. 
, ',. 

When KIND = 2 ali ,inte

gration data point is present. If 

this event was generated by the 

stanciard routin'eGETUM2, it is 

storedpegin~ingat Z(ISBUF3)· in 

the following format (ISB UF3 

c,urrently is 1): 
'. 

Z(1) 

Z(2) 

Z(3) 

Z(4) 

Z(5) 

Z(6) 

Z(7) 

,.'Z'(8) , 

Z(9) 

IcAsE 

PLAB 

ECM 

ETA(1) 

ETA(2) 

, PCM(1, 1) 

PCM(2; 1) 

PCM(3,1) 

PCM(4,1) 

--always'1 

- -the lab beam 
momentuin . 

- -the overall 
c. m. energy 

- -phase-space' 
weight [3] . 

--ETA(1),:.fre- " 
quency 
dis tribution 

'functiori[3] , . 

4-vector for 
particle 1 

'Repeated for' 
.maximurn .of 
10 particles 
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Make calculations and tests. 

Decide and do one or more of the following: 

RETURN 

Set MULT = 1 

let k=6+4*NP NP = No. of 
particles 

Z(k) EMASS(1) --invariant 
mass of 
particle 1 

Z(k+1) EMASS(2) - -invariant 
mass of 
particles 1 
and 2 

Z(k + NP-2) - -invariant 
mass of the 
sum of 
particles 1 
through NP-1 

The, quantities in Z(6) through 

Z(k-1) are also stored in PCM(i, j) 

in COMMON/SAGME/. 

with MULT still set at O. This 

means this event is not to be used 

at all, i. e., it is outside the 

space to be considered in the fit 

or the histograms. 

means this event falls in the 

space considered in the fit. It 

will be used in the fit and in the 

histograms. Integration points 

that are generated for histograrn

ming only, by HFAC being >1.0, 

will be automatically excluded 

from the set used for the fit even 

if MULT = 1. When histogram.:. 

rning a fitted curve over real 

data, only events for which 

MULT = 1 will be consideted in 

thenQrmalizaticm to the real 

data. 
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Set MULT --1 

Set MULT = 4HQUIT 

Set NW = No. of words to be filled in DATA 

array 

Possibly reset ETA(1) = weight 

Fill DATA(i), 1~i~ NW 

RETURN 

END 

3.32 Subroutine HISTME 

means this event is outside the 

space considered in the fit; 

however, it will be available 

for histogramming. 

means the previous event was 

the las t one to be read 0 r gen-' 

erated. This will stop the 

process before the EOF is 

reached on the input file. 

i. e., length of vector Ix I that 

will be available in HUME when 

evaluating the function y( Ix I, I a I) . 
For KIND = 1, i. e., for real 

events, this weight had been set 

by OPTlMEto 1.0 before calling 

DOME and need be reset only if 

the user wishes it to be different. 

For KIND = 2, i. e., for integra

tion points, this number is sup

,posed to be the proper weight 

for the integration points (0
0

, 

in Ref. [1], Section Ill. 3). 

If the standard routine GETUM2 

is used it has been set, with a 

call to WT, in such a way as to 

reconstitute phase space (see 

also Section 4.3). 

with values that will form the 

vector Ix I, i. e., one data point. 

This routine need be supplied~only when histograms are to be produced. 

"0,-_. 

!-,.;, 
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. HISTME is called for all events for which MULT f 0 during pre-fit proces

sing, immediately after DOME has been called; i. e., once per real event 

and once per generated fake event. The data words to behistogrammed 

may be chosen either from the vector Ix I that was just made in DOME or 

from other quantities still stored in core. Remember, however, that for 

. types 11 to 14 the fitted curve produced from integration data will be normal

ized by the subroutine FAME only in the region covered by the fit. 

For experimental events the histogram data is written to file KTHISTR, 

while for integration points the data is written to file KTHISTF. After nor

malizing the data on KTHISTF by FAME, both wilLbe processed later by 

the subsystem COCHIS. 

SUBROUTINE HISTME (DATA) 

COMMON/ / 
C 

DIMENSION 
EQUIV ALENCE 
COMMON/HUME/ 

Z(2) 
IZ(2) 
(Z, IZ) 

C 
C 

DIMENSION 

Y, 
MULT, 

DATA(1) 

ETA(2), 
KIND, 

The following variables are available for 

testing: 

If KIND = 1 

KIND = 2 

MULT = 1 

MULT -1 

The transfer vector 

DATA(i) 

then 

KDER, 
ICASE 

IPT, NW, 

A real event is ready for use 

(may be partially unpacked from 

coding in DOME). 

An integration data point is 

ready. 

The event is in the space con

sidered in the fit. 

The event is outside the space 

cons ide red in the ii t. 

contains the OPTIME data point 

exactly in the form in which it 

was filled in DOME. 



CALL HlST(n, word) 

RETURN 

END 
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3.4 User Routines Called During Fitting 

to histogram the quantity in 

"word" in histogram number 

n. The user may also say 

CALL H(n, word). 

Examples: 

a) To histogram the 2nd 

word of the OPTlME data

point in histogram num

ber 3: 

CALLH(3, DATA(2)). 

b) To histogram word 10 of 

an experimental ARROW

format event, not yet un-

. packed,in histogram num

ber 4: 

TEMP = WORD(10} 

CALL H(4~ TEMP). 

e} To histogram under a 

certain condition: 

IF(DATA(1}. LT. 3.0) 

CALLH (N2, 2.0';<DATA(2». 

Note that the weight used for 

each point is automatically the 

same that was assigned in 

DOME. 

Durin'g the fitting phase the user must calculate the value ·of the so

called user function y =f (lxi, lal), described already in Section 1.31. When

eve r OPTlME needs the value of this function it calls a subroutine HUME with 

I x I and I a I in the transfer vector. The user must supply this subroutine and 

store the answer, the value of y, in a COMMON. To save computer time, 

calculations that do not depend on I a I should not be done here but rather 

. i 
! 
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should be performed in DOME during pre-fit processing, sinceHUME is 

called many times while DOME is called only once or twice. The answers 

of those pre-fit calculations can always be stored in Ix I. 

3.41 Subroutine HUME 

SUBROUTINE: HUME(PAR, DATA) 
COMMON/HUME/ 

C 
C 

COMMON/HUME1/ 
C 

LOGICAL 

Y, 
MULT, 

LMAXI, 

DIMENSION PAR(1),DATA(1) 

ETA(2), 
KIND, 

TDER, 
TDER, 

.. The following variables may be tested: 

when KIND = 1 

when KIND = 2 

when KIN]) = 3 

when KDER = 0 

when KDER = -j 

when KDER = j 

illER, 
ICASE 

IPT, NW, 

TALARME, TEMERG 
TALARME, TEMERG 

Upon entry, the vector PAR 

contains the current values of 

all parameters, fixed and 

variable, while the vector 

. DA TA conta ins. either I ~·I ' 

the specifications of the i h· 
experimental event, or li I J. ' 

the coordinate s of the J. t inte

gration point, just as they were 

filled in DOME . 

An experimental event is at 

hand, i. e., DATA contains 

1~lr 
em integration point is at hand 

and DATA contains Ix I J.. 

just like KIND. = 2 except that 

the call corne s from FAME. 

PAR contains the central 

values of the parameters. 

PAR contains 

la I - DA j 
PAR contains 

- DA. 
J 

where DA· is 
the jth cofurnn 
of the derivative 
increment 
matrix (DA). 



fill Y 

RETURN .. 

END 

',. 

·.c 
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.• The last tWo casee; wilioccU:r 

during n.unierical calculation 

of the derivatives. 

with the value for 

y( I DATA I ,IPAR I>· 

Note: Considerable amounts of 

computer time may be saved 

if the user can supply analytic 

derivatives (see Sections 7.1 

and 7.31). 

",,' . 

.':,' 
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4.0 OPTIONAL USER-FURNISHED ROUTINES 

All optional subroutines are contained in the standard system, most 

of them in the form of dummy routines. Loading a user-furnished routine 

of the same name into core ahead of the standard routines will prevent load

ing of the standard routine. 

4.1 Subroutine ALARME 

This subroutine is called whenever it might .be desirable to check 

whether any parameter violates some user-defined boundary condition or to 

give the user a: chance to indicate that the function y( I x I, I a I) would make 

no SenSe, e. g. , if the probability would turn out to be negative. The routine 

must be supplied by the user if he set NBOUND > 0 in the call to MAXIME. 

It may be made an entry point in the subroutine HUME. 

SUBROUTINE ALARME(PAR,BF) 

COMMON/HUME1/ 

C 

LOGICAL 

DIMENSION 

LMAXI, 

PAR(1), 

Calculate boundary conditions 

fill BF(i), 1 ~ i~ NBOUND 

TDER, 

TDER. 

BF(1) 

TALARME, 

TALARME, 

TEMERG 

TEMERG 

Upon entry PAR contains a1.1 pa

rameters, fixed and variable, 

just like in the call to HUME. 

In addition the variable 

T ALARME = • FALSE. 

with values of < 0.0 when the 
oth b d dO ° ° 1 oun ary con ltlon was Vl-

alated or with values ~ 0.0 

otherwise. 

The variable TALARME should 

be left . FALSE. as long as the 

user function y( lxi, lal) makes 

sense with the given parameters. 

This will allow calculating the 

the function during derivative 



RETURN 

END 

4.2 Subroutine GETUM1 
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calculations even if sOITle 
+ . 

given paraITleter(s) a - DA. ,. J 
are just outside the user's 

boundary. The central values 

of the variableparaITleters, 

I a I, are not allowed outside 

the user's .1?oundary regard-

less of the setting of 

TALARME. 

The standard OPTlME systeITlcontains a subroutine GETUM1 that is 

called from the subroutineIMME to read, during pre-fit processing, input 
.; . . 

. records in ARROW' format [2], and point to one event at a tiITle. If the 

user's experiri{ental data are in a different forITlat he ITlust supply his own 

subroutine GETUM1. The standard routine employs so-called switch 

buffering and reads data into an area beginning at blank COMMON(LEVENT+1) 

and of length:K;BUFF .. LEVENT and KBUFF in COMMON/IMMEl are usual

ly set to 500 and 1027 respectively .. 

The call to GETUM1 once per every experiITlental event froITl IMME is 

set up as follows 

COMMON/ / Z(1) 

CALL GETUM1(Z(LEVENT+1), LWORD) 

IF(LWORD. EQ.O) quit reading any further 

As can be seen, the argument LWORD must be set to 0 by GETUM1 

after the last event has been processed. 

4.3 Non-standard Integration Points, Subroutine GETUM2 

If the integration points do not represent particle interactions the user 

'1 

, I 

_ i 
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must provide his own routine GETUM2 to make them. The standard 

OPTIME .systemcontainsa sUbroutine GETUM2 that generates integration 

points representing particle final states by Monte Carlo methods. These 

integrationpoints are generated flat in masses and angles. If weighted 

with the weight returned in the variable ETA(1), those events represent 

phase space. 

In cases where the function y is highly structured to fit the real distri

bution, the integration can often be made more accurate, or fewer integra

tion points may be required, when the points are generated according to 

sophisticated distributions. The Monte Carlo eventgerierator SAGE [3], 

which is incorporated in OPTIME, allows for generation in three ways: 

1) According to Breit-Wigner distributions of the type 

1j{[( fJ."'E)2/(r/2)]2+ 1}, where E is the energy of two or more particles in 

their c. m.system, fJ. the mass and rthe width of a resonance. 

2) According to an expression eq62, where 6 2 i's a momentum transfer 

squared and q a parameter. 

3) According to a flat distribution. 

As a rule of thumb one often recommends a distribution of integration 

points that would approximate the real distribution. To take advantage of 

these features, the user must also supply his own subroutine GETUM2, using 

the routines provided by the SAGE system. If more than one distribution is 

to be generated the user must have set in the main program the variable 

NCASE. to the number of distributions, and filled NTOTE(i), 1:0:; i:o:; NCASE, 

with the number of points to be generated for each case. In addition the sub

routine MIME is required (see Section 4.4). 

For example, suppose a U$er would like to generate, to be used in the 

fit, 1000 points for case 1, 2000 points .for case 2, and 1000 points for case 

3. In order to have a smooth fitted curve in his histograms, he would like 

to Use there three times the number of points. He would have to set the 

following variables in the main program: 

DATA NTOTF/1000, 2000,1000/ 

HFAC == 3.0 

NCASE == 3 

. Then the total number of points that will be generated is 
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NCASE 

NUMBER = Z NTOTF(i)*HFAC = 12000 

i=1 

of which 8000 will be used for histogra:m:ming only. GETUM2. will be called 

for all points of one case before the next case is begun. OPTlME takes· 

care of separating the points for the histogra:m only fro:m those for fit and 

histogra:m. 

Below is shown the general arrange:mentof a routine GETUM2 to generate 

special or :more than one distribution, using SAGE [3]. 

The first .argu:mentin the calling sequence to GETUM2, BUF, begins 

an area in blank COMMON of length NEVF that :may be filled by the user. 

NEVF is set by OPTlME·with a data declaration· to 55. BUF(1) is equiva

lent to blank COMMON(ISBUF3) where ISBUF3.is currently set to 1. 

SUBROUTINE GETUM2(BUF, LW) . 

COMMON/ / 

C Z(2) 

DIMENSION IZ(2) 

EQUIVALENCE (Z,IZ) 

COMMON/HUME/ 

C Y, ETA(2), KDER, IPT, NW, 

C MULT, KIND, ICASE 

COMMON/IMME/ 

C LEVENT, KBUFF, LSTOR, ITAPE, NOEVR, 

C NOEVF, LWORDL, NEVF, . NDATA 

COMMON/RAMEl 

C ISO, ISBUF1, ISBUF2, ISBUF3 

COMMON/RENO/ 

C NP, ECM, AMASS(10) 

COMMON/SAGME/ 

C PLAB, PCM(4,11), P(8) 

COMMON/VEGAS 

C BEAM, TARGET, CRAP(6) 

COMMON/INIT/ BM(4), TG(4) 

DIMENSION BUF(1) 



GO TO (10, 20, .•. ,n), lCASE 

10 CALL lNITL( ••• ) 

CALL RY( ••• ) 

CALLGO( .•. ) 

GO TO 90 

20 CALL lNIT L( ... ) 

CALL RY( ... ) 

90 CALL WT{ETA) 
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if desired fill"BUF{i), ISBUF3~ i~ NEVF 

The variable B UF in the trans

fer vector and (ISBUF3) point 

to the same core location. 

namely word ISBUF3 of blank 

COMMON. currently set to 1. 

The variable lCASE in 

COMMON/HUME/ ranges from 

f to NCASE and"" upon entry is 

set by OPTlME .to the number 

of the distribution to be gener

ated.The variable IPT is 

initially 0 and is inc remented 

by INTIME each time afte r an 

event is generated. 

to initialize SAGE, only re

quired before firs t event is 

generated. 

to input quantities necessary to 

generate a two-body decay 

vertex. 

returns the generated quanti

ties. 

this may be neces sary when 

gene rating anothe r dis tribution. 

this call fills 

ETA(1) with the "phase space" 

weight [3], ETA(2) with ETA 

{f)*"phase space" frequency 

distribution; it also signals to 

SAGE the end of an event [3] • 

with quantities as described in 



one may set LW 0 

RETURN 

END 
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Section 3.31. 

This is not necessary but 

would make core look as if the 

standard routine GETUM2 had 

been used. 

this will terminate calls to 

GETUM2 from OPT1ME prior 

to generating 

NCASE 
E NTOTF(ICASE) *HF AC 

ICASE = 1 

events; only 1PT events will 

have been generated. 

If a routine GETUM2(BUF, LW) is supplied by the user to read inte

gration points froni a file KTFAKE rather than generating them, then the 

reading should be done into BUF(i) starting at location BUF(ISBUF3). In 

that case the user must set the variable NEVF in COMMON/IMME/ with an 

executable statement to the maximum length of his logical records. Also, 

LW must be set to zero when the end of file is encountered. 

4.4 Subroutine MIME 

. This routine must be provided by the user if he chose to generate more than 

one distribution, i. e., if NCASE > 1, in his subroutine GETUM2. The pur

pose of this routine is to calculate and return the values of the NCASE 

generating functions. The form of these functions must be the same as those 

used by SAGE[3] .. 

SUBROUTINE M1ME(GF, DATA) 

COMMON/HUME/Y, ETAC-2), KDER, IPT, NW, MULT, KIND, ICASE 

COMMON/RENO/NP, ECM, AMASS(10) 

DIMENSION GF(1); DATA(1) 

The routine is called following 

DOME and upon entry DATA 
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calculate the values of the NCASE generating 

functions. 

fill GF(i), 1 ~ i~ . NCASE 

RETURN 

END 

4.5 Subroutine FLAME 

contains the integration point 

as filled in DOME. 

. with the values of these gen

erating functions. 

This routine allows the user to provide so-called reference functions 

in order to make the integrations more exact (see Ref. [1], Section III. 3). 

Reference functions ·are functions for which the integrals are known. For a 

given accuracy of the integration this procedure may allow use of fewer 

integration points,resulting in a saving of computer time. 

SUBROUTINE FLAME(FR, DATA) 

COMMON/FLAME/NREF,IFLAME 

DIMENSION FR(1), DATA(1) 

when IFLAME >0 

This routine is called several 

times during the process of 

preparing integration points for 

OPTIME. 

Upon entry NREF is equal to the 

number of reference functions 

that the user will provide, as 

specified in the call to 

INTIME(NREF), and the vari-

able IFLAME is either greater 

or less than zero. 

DATA contains the integration 

'point as' it was fiUed in DOME~ 

fill FL(i), 1 ~ i;; NREF,' with 

the value(s) of the reference 

function(s). 

'" 



when 

RETURN 

END 
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IFLAME < 0 

4.6 Program Constants, Subroutine SHAME 

fill FL(i) with the integral(s) 

of the reference function(s). 

The· routine SHAME is called by MAXlME just prior to starting a fit. 

The standard routine in the OPTlME system isjust a dummy routine. The 

user may, however, supply a routine SHAME of his own which he could 

program, for example, to reset some of OPTlME's program constants in

stead of resetting them in his main program. Usually, however, the user 

need not reset these constants and they are listed below only fbr the purpose 

of giving some explanation. 

CHILIM = 0.01 

RLIM = 1.0E-10 

ELlM = 1.0E-200 

This constant is used When 

deciding if a fit is good enough. 

There are NPAR numbers, 

called Ifderivative norm 

squaredlf printed under the 

heading n PAR TIAL DNS." If 

(PARTIAL DNS). < CHlLIM the 
J 

parameter a. is called adjusted. 
J 

One condition for the fit to 

stop, i. e., for its being good 

enough, is that all parameters 

must be adjusted (for an expla

nation of DNS see Ref. [1], Sec

tion II. 7). 

This constant is used in the 

subroutine DIAME to dete rmine 

when a parameter is called 

correlated. 

This constant is also used in 

the subroutine DIAME. If a 

diagonal element of the matrix 



TMAX = 0.9 

TMIN = 0.1 

TDIAG::: • FALSE~ 

TCONST =.F ALSE. 
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E, E.. is less than ELIM, the 
. J, J 
parameter j is called insensi-

tive.This corresponds to the 

fact that the /h eigenvalue of 

E does not exist (See Ref. [1] , 

Section II. 8). 

In calculations involving cor

rections to the stepsize, where 

Ivl is the proposed step and 

t I vi is the corrected step, t is 

set such that TMIN ~ t ~ 

TMAX, if it turned out to be 

outside of those limits. 

These two constants define 

alternative procedures for 

'calculating the derivative in

crement mat:rix (DA) in the 

subroutine DAME. Normally 

(DA) is calculated according to 

(DA) = WT':CWGT':«R); see [1]. 

When TDIAG = • T. and 

TCONST = . F. DAis a diag

onal matrix ('h4J. From one 

step to anoth'er (~ is modi-

fied according to (~\ = 
'....,~new 

{h~lold ':CWT*WGT>:«EDIAG)-1, 

where (EDIAG)is the matrix 

consisting of only the diagonal 
.' ).~ 

elements of the matrix E" ~ 

Whe.n in addition to TDIAG 

also TCONST = • T. then (DA) 

remains constant and. diagonal, 

(~ = IUDAI· 



1', _, ", \ ' : A '; :"" " 

TPRiNT =. TRUE.' 

"', : 

'., 

. SUBROUTINES.HAME (PARME) 

COMMON/GAMEl 

G .. ·· KTYPE, 

LOGICAL , . ,TPRINT 

COMMON/NUNAME/> " 

G 

C 
.. " "" , ". 

LOGICAL······ " 

COMMON/PRiME/ 

C 

C 

LOGICAL. 

Reset some ·constants 

RETURN 

END 

NMAT, 

'WI,' 
,:; -", 

T2ND, 

CHILIM, 

TCORME, 

TDIAG, 

4.7 Sub~outine V AItME,' 
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KEND, " 

. . 

:,' 

If the user sets TPRINT= 

• FALSE. before calling' 

MAXI ME all pri~ting during '. 

the st~pping pioces s will be 

. suppr~ssed. 

TPRINT 

NB UFr, riAelI TM,T2ND, .' 
, ", ",' "' 

TCONST, 

WR 
TCONST .. , 

RLIM, 

TDIAG,' 

TDIRCO, . 

ELIM, 

. TDIRCO, 

TCORME 

TMAX, 

WT 

TMIN, . 

This subroutine iscaUedby the subroutine DEClMEonce per' attempted 
. ., . 

step immediately after returning from the' subroutine COMME;see Section 

8.1. It is adu~my routine in thestandardOPTlMEsystem but may, for 

example, be supplied for conveniently printing some quantities when 

debugging a program. 

,Ii> 

.,. i 
\ 
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5.0 USER GALLS TO OPTIONAL ROUTINES 

5.1 InitializipgNecess.ary Program Constants 

Some.user-callable post-fit sub routines require that particular pro

gram constants be initialized •. This is automatically accomplished when 

MAXIME is. called. When the user. wishes to calculate the integral f y (x, a) 

dx before he begins the fit, by calling the subroutines NORME or ENORME, 

or when he wishes to make histograms before the fit, by calling the sub~ 

routines FAME and COCHIS, he must first, at least once, call the subrou

tine PREPME. This routine is actually an entry point within the subroutine 

MAXI ME and has the same ~alling sequence (see Section 3.2). PREPME 

will not fit anything but only i'nitialize constants to allow execution of the 

post-fit processes. 

Call PREPMErPARME, LOC, WGT, UDA, MSTEP, NBOUND, NPAR, MAXPAR) 

5.2 Calculating Integrals 

As already mentioned in Section 3~2 the user may call the subroutine 

NORME(RES, PAR, COM) which will return in RES the integral of y(x, a) in 

the space of x. The integral is actually calculated by summing over the 

integration points used in the fit: 
'. NINT 

Y(a) = Iy(lxl,lal) dx = 1"f1 0 1 y(lxI1 , lal) 

th 
where I x Ilis the vector specifying the 1 integration point with 01. being 

its weight (see also [1], Section III. 2), and I a I is the vector containing the 

variable parameters stored in PAR, specified by the vector ILOC I. The 

subroutine NORME expects to find integration points stored on the file 

KTINTand it makes NINT calls to HUME with KIND = 2 to obtain the. value of 

the user function. 

Calls may be made with the values in PAR or the vector I LOC I changed 

to calculate different integrals. 

By calling the subroutine ENORME(RES, PAR, COM) the user may also 

calculate the derivatives of the integral with respect tol a I in addition to the 

integral. Again the computation will be performed as a summation over the 

NINT integration points: 
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NINT . 

a Y(a)/a a = l~1a [ f y(lxll' lal)dx ] /a a. 

RES(1) will contain the integral while RES(j), 2:::; j:::; NPAR + 1, will contain 

the derivatives. Obyiously RES must have been dimensioned NPAR + 1. If 

COM = 0 nothing will bepririted .. If COM is filled with a comment of up to 

10 Hollerith .characters this comment and all answ,ers will be printed, e. g. , 

CALL NOR ME (RES, PAR, 10HFIRST CALL). 
. . 

5.3 Calculating the Error Matrix 

To calculate and print the matriJc (ERR) for the last accepted parameters 

I a o I, fitted in the previous call to MAXIME, the user may call the sub

routine AROME. This subroutine should be called immediately after MAXIME 

since it uses some quantities calculated by MAXlME in its last step which 

otherwise might get overwritten in core. AROME will calculate the matrix 

(ERR) only if all variable parameters I a .1 have either been declared 
.0· 

adjusted or have been fitted against the user-defined boundary, i. e., if 

KEND = 1 or 10. For all types of fit the matrix is calculated by performing 

a summation over the NEV experimental data points·. The answer is an 

approximation of the error matrix and is defined as 

". , " 

(ERR) ~«Ia I-IAI) (Ia I-IAI» 

where( )is the expectation value, IA lis the true value of the parameters 

and I a I is the fitted value of the parameters I a I, Le", I aol. such that 

la I. 

y( Ix I, la I) approximates the true distribution y( I x I, IA I). The diagonal 

elements of (ERR) are the errors squared while the off-diagonal elements 

are the correlations (see also [1], Section III. 1). These values are printed 

and they are also stored sequentially row by row beginning in word LERR of 

blank COMMON. If we consider 

COMMON Z(1) 

COMMON/STORME/XX(40), LERR 

we find the element in row i, column j in 

ERR(i, j) = Z(LERR - 1 + j + NPAR*(i-1». 

As mentioned above, for the calculation of (ERR), the values I:ao I of 

t 

.1 
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, ' 

the variable parameters are used. This v~ctor is stored in blank COMMON," 

b~ginning at Z(LAO). When all parameters have been declared adju:St~d 

" the difference between lao I stored'inZ(LAO) and I al returned in IPARME I 

should not matter for all practical purposes. " 

, ; 

'. ,". 

. j", 

", ... : .... 
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6.0 END OF FIT AND MESSAGES 

In this section the conditions under which a fit may stop and the vari

ous messages that OPTIME prints are described. Some messages are to 

inform the user of'some non-fatal condition, others may imply some grave 

error. 

6.1 The Variable KEND, End of Fit 

COMMON/GAME/KTYPE,KEND, TPRINT 

LOGICAL TPRINT 

The variable KEND is set by OPTlME to signify the status of the fit. 

It may be tested in the main program after returning from MA:XlME and 

has the following meaning: 

KEND 

o 
1 

2 

.3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

fit still in progress. 

successful.fit; central val~es of all variable parameters 

are adjusted inside the physical region. 

central values of the initial parameters are outside the 

user-defined boundary . 

unable to calculate derivatives; derivative increment 

additions, (I a I ± (DA», foral! parameters causes 

TALARME be set. TRUE. by the user during boundary 

tests. 

serious problem; in MODE = 2 when the parameters I a I 

are replaced by the best ones so far, Ib I, the function 

calculated now, w(a), does not correspond to the value 

previously calculated for the same values of the parameters,' 

w(b). Usually caused by a user error in HUME. 

. maximum numbers of proposed steps has been reached. 

for max. log. fit (KTYPE <20), some experimental data

point(s} causes the function y (I~ 1.lal) for the central 

values of the parameters lalto become zero or negative 

even though I a I is within th.e boundary and the step cannot 

be reduced further. 

read or write error from the OPTlME I/O routine' . 
. - ". '.. . 

usually causes ABORT with a comment from the routineERME. 
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10 

11 

6.2 Messages 
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E matrix is not useable (singular or negative); all param

eters are called correlated or irtsensitive; usually a user 

error. 

when T2ND = . TRUE. two calculations 6f the function w(a) 

for the same parameters do not agree. 

central values of parameters at the boundary, new param

eters outside, co~rected step is too small to pe worth

while. 

pathological case when trying to correct step near the 

boundary. 

Most messages that OPTIMEprints are generated by the subroutine 

ERME and are printed with trace-back information .. ERMEalso makes a 

dayfile message. 

MESSAGE 

Error in fit-type 

Inconsistent No. of 
real events 

Inconsistent No. of 
Monte Carlo events 

Inconsistent No. of 
histogram events 

Y zero or negative 

Inconsistent calcu
lation of function 

Read error 

ABORT 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

STOP 

Yes 

MEANING 

KTYPE was not set to 3,4, 
11,1,2.13,14,20, or 21. 

The number of real events 
read during fitting is different 
from NEV, determined by 
IMME. 

The number of integration 
points read during fitting is 
diffe rent from NINT, 
determined by INTIME. 

When FAME normalizes the 
fake histogram data, the 
number of events read differs 
from that specified earlier. 

See KEND = 6 

See KEND = 9 

Caused when a file is read 
that is empty when it should 
not be, or when data is lost 
due to read error. 



MESSAGES 

Write error 
(histogram.) 

Write error 

Apparent user ertor 

Error in 
initialization 

Ne~d subroutine, 
MIME 

Need subroutine 
ALARME 

Initial param.eters 
bad 

Norm.alization . 
im.possible, WI 
indefinite 

Generating less 
than 3 particles 

ABORT 

Yes 

Yes 
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STOP 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Ye.s 

Yes 

MEANING 

When writing histogram data 
either data are lost, or the 
endof,theoutput file has 
been reached, or no data 
were written to a particular 
file, e. g., when no events 
are accepted for the fit in 
DOME. 

Same as previous comment 
except when writing . data 
other than histogram data. 

The user set the max. num
ber of parameters 
(MAXPAR) lower than some 
absolute value(s) in the 
vector LOC. 

In the call to MAXIME the 
user probably wrongly 
specifie'd the number of 
boundary functions, or the 
number of variable param
eters, or the' max •. number 
of parameters~ 

The user set NCASE > 1 when 
using the SAGE Monte Carlo 
generator, via a call to 
INTIME,but did not supply 
the subroutine MIME. 

The user set NBOUND > 0 in 
the call to MAXlME but did 
not supply the subroutine 
ALARME. 

See KEND = 2. 

for KTYPE = 11, 12, 13, or 
14 the integral WI is indefi
nite when FAME was called. 

The standard routine GETUMZ . 
was called with NP < 3. 

Other self-explanatory m.essages m.ay be issued by the subroutines BUFOUT, 

BUFIN, CORME, and NORME. 

... 

; . , 
I 
I 

.- I 
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7.0 REDUCING COMPUTER TIME 

Once the programming of a particular problem of fitting with OPTIME 

has been accomplished, an additional goal becomes reduction of the time it 

takes to execute this program. Obviously one should take advantage of 

techniques that are already available in OPTlME as standard features, in 

particular, providing reference functions (see Section 4.5) can be helpful. 

Minimizing of the calculations in HUME is also very important. In this 

section some other standard and nonstandard features that may help reduce 

computer time are discussed. 

7.1 Furnishing Derivatives for Linear Parameters 

For any parameter Ja I that enters linearly in the user function 

y ( Ix I, I a I) in HUME, derivatives may be programmed iIi HUME with the 

aid of the subroutine DIME. The procedure is as follows: 

a) in the main program: 

. if PARME (n) enters linearly in the HUMEfunction set 
UDA(j) = 0.0 or set WGT(j) = 0.0 

where j is such that LOC(j) = n 

b) in the subroutine HUME: 

add DIMENSION LINP(NLIN), DPAR(NLIN) 

where NLIN = number of programmed derivatives 

then fill DATA LINP /k1, k 2.···, kn / 

where the k'·s are integers similar to LOC, giving the 
ordinal numbers of the linear param~ters in the PARME 
vector in the order in which DPAR will be filled. 

then fill DPAR(j), 1 ~ j ~ NLIN, with the coefficients of the 
linear parameters 

then CALL DIME (DPAR, LINP, NLIN) 

DIME performs the following computations: 

y = 0.0 

NLIN 
Y = 1: PAR(LINP(j» * DPAR(j) 

j=1 

and the derivatives 

H( i) =DP AR( j ) 

and stores all quantities in their proper locations. 
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If not all derivatives are provided by the user he can then 
finish the calculation of his function by 

y = y + •... 
Providing derivatives for non-linear parameters is 
described in Section 7.31. 

7.2 Eliminating Pre-fit Processing 

The pre-fit processing phase of OPTIME involves the processing of 

experimental events and most often also the generation of integration data 

and the preparation of histbgfams withor without fitted curves superposed. 

If a user wants to repeat a 'fit many tiines without changing the way 

data points ar:e.made in the s.ubroutine DOME and without changing the 

quantities to be his tog rammed or the number of histograms to be made, 

then there is no need to repeat the pre-fit work. Files with data that were 

written to the disc during the initial run can be saved and made available to 

MAXI ME in subsequent rlins. 

Let us ass'ume that a user wants to repeat a fit several times, making 
"" .. ., 

changes only in his routine HUME or associated routines, and that his 

filenames are: KTEV = 1,KTINT = 2, KTHISTR = 20, and KTHISTF = 29. 

He uses integration points and makes histograms with fitted curves super

posed. 

The following procedure may then be used: 

Themainpr.ogram must contain 

COMMON/NORME/NEV, NINT, WTINT, WTRAME, WTHIST 
COMMON/HISTME/XXX(3), IEVTH 

a) in the initial run: 

CALLIMME 
CALLINTlME (N) 
PRINT1, NEV, NINT, IEVTH, WTEV, WTINT, WTRAME, WTHIST 

1 FORMAT(10X, 316,4020) . 

These printed quantities are necessary for subsequent rune;. In the 

control cards, at the end of executibn, request qne or more magnetic 

tapes and copy the four disc files TAPE1, TAPE2, TAPE20, and 
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TAPE29to magnetic tape to be available for subsequent runs. 

b). in subsequent runs: 

In the control cards, before exection, request the magnetic tape that 

was saved and create on disc the four files TAPE1, TAPE2, TAPE20, 

and TAPE29. 

Do not call IMME or INTlME(N). 

Fill the COMMON variables NEV, NINT, IEVTH, WTEV, WTINT, WTRAME, 

and WTHIST with the values printed in the initial run. 

CALL MAXlME( ••• ) 

CALL FAME(PARME) 
CALL COCHIS 

7.3 Other Techniques 

In this section we discuss techniques that need not but can be used in 

OPTlME, requiring a minimum of effort on the part of the user. Some of 

them may reduce the amount of computer time, or increase the accuracy, 

or may be useful for other reasons. 

7.31 Providing Derivatives for Non-linear Parameters 

If some derivatives can be computed analytiCally in less time than re

quired by the standard numerical computation of MAXIME, the user may 

save time by providing those derivatives. Remember, however, that by 

complicating the HUME routine additional errors may be introduced and 

more computer time may be used than by taking a longer but sometimes 

safer route. 

If in the user's judgement it is better to provide derivatives the 

following procedure may be used: 

'~, 
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a) In the main program, beforecaUing MAXIME: 

Set WGT( i) = 0.0 

for those parameters for which derivatives are going to be pro

vided. The WGT are in the order of LOC; e. g., if the derivative 

for parameter numbern, in PARME, is provided and if LOC(k) = n 

then setWGT(k) = 0.0. 

b) in the subroutine HUME add the following: 

COMMON / / Z(1) 

DIMENSION lZ(1) 

EQUIVALENCE (Z, IZ) 

COMMON/HUME1/LMAXI, TDER,TALARME, TEMERG 

LOGICAL TDER, TALARME, TEMERG 

COMMON/STORME/XX(9), LLOCM1,XXX(6), LH, XXXX(24) 

.' 

Calculate the function y as before 

.~F(. NOT. TDER)RE,TURN 

Supply derivatives in addition to the function when TDER = • TRUE. 

and store them as follows: 

K = IZ(LLOCM1 + N - 1) 

Z(LH + K - 1) = derivative N 
ilt PARME 

RETURN 

7.32 Providing the inte 

MAXIME has filled LOCM1 
with the inverse of LOC, 
therefore K iS8uch that 
N = LOC(K).·. Using the pointer 
K will order the derivatives 
properly'like LOC. 

All fits except KTYPE =11 involve expressions with integrals over 
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the space of Ix I .. Instead of letting OPTiME calculate these integrals nu

merically during each fit with many integration points, the user may pro

vide the integral to OPTIME when KTYPE = 3 or 13. This will probably 

save computer time if the user can make the necessary calculations faster 

and with equal or better accuracy than OPTIME does them numerically. 

The current experimental procedure for providing the integral is to 

generate one fake event for the fit. This event serves only the purpose of 

later transmitting the integral to MAXIME from the subroutine HUME. The 

data from GETUM2 can be ignor~d but it is important that the first fake 

event that is generated be not rejected in the subroutine DOME. 

Assuming the user wants a fitted curve superposed in his histograms, 

fake events for the histograms may be generated by setting HF AC > 1.0. It 

is probably best not to include in the histograms the first event that isgen

erated. This can be accomplished by not calling HIST from the subroutine 

H1STME when KIND = 2 and IPT = 1 (both variables are in 

COMMON/HUME/). The following procedure is suggested: 

a) in the main prog ram: 

set NTOTF = 1 

HFAC ::: 2000.0 

CALLIMME 

CALL INTIME(1) 

b) in DOME, when KIND = 2: 

. This would generate 2000 
events for the fitted curve. 

As usual 

for the first fake eve-nt (whEm IPT = 1) 

store in the DATA array the parameter-independent quantities 

that will be n"eededfor the integral. 

Set NW to the appropriate number of words 

set MULT = 1 

for subsequent fake events make the data array and set MULT and 

NW as usual. 

c) in HlSTME: just return when KIND = 2 and IPT = .1, call HlST as 

usual for all othe r events. 
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d) in HUME,when derivatives are not provided: 

when HUME is called during the fit with KIND = 2, complete the 

calCulation of the integral f f(x) dx and set 

y = f f (x) dx. 

After the fit the user probably calls FAME to normalize the fake 

histogram events. FAME will call HUME once for each fake event 

that was prepared for histogram.m.ing with the variable KIND == 3. 

When KIND = 3 the user must return the function in Y and not the 

integral. 

e) in HUME, when also some derivatives are provided; 

If the user chooses to provide some or all derivatives of the func

tion in addition to the integral he must also prorlde the correspond-, . . 

ing derivatives of the integral. Then the following procedure 

should be used in HUME: 

When KIND = 2 or KIND = 3 

and when TDER = . F. 

the procedure is as described under d). 

When KIND == 1 and TDER = . T. 

the user stores. the derivatives of the function by usingthe same 

procedures as described in Sections 7.1 or 7.31-

When KIND = 2 and TDER == . T. 

in addition to providing the integral in Y the user also must store 

the derivatives of the integral in the same locations as for real data 

for those param.eters for which he chose to provide derivatives, namely: 

K=IZ(LLOCM1 + N - 1) 

Z(LH + K .. 1) = f ~(x, a) dx . 

where ~(x, a) is the drivative for the Nth parameter .in PARME 

(see also Section 7.31). 

7.33 Plotting a fitted curve when KTYPE = 11 

When a user makes a fit of KTYPE = 11 he usually does not call the 

subroutine INTlME because integration points are not needed for the fit. If, 

however, he wants to plot a curve that corresponds to some theory, super

posed on the histograms, he m.ust call INTlME, because integration points 

are needed for making this curve. In general, they are needed for the . 
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post-fit processes performed by NORME, FAME, and COCHIS. The pro

cedure should then be just like for any other fit, L e., the user would set 

variables in COMMON to signal to COCHIS that a curve is to be superposed 

and in HISTME call HIST for fake data as well as for real data (see Section 

3.32) . 

The post-fit routIne FAME not only needs integration points but also 

the value of the integral WI = If(x, a) dx to perform the normalization of 

the curve to the, experimental data. Therefore, before calling FAME from 

the main program, the user must store the integral in WI in 

COMMON/NUl\TAME/XX(5),WI, XXX. If the user does not know the value of 

that integral he can call NORME to calculate the integral numerically, e. g., 

CALL NOR ME (WI, PAR, 0). 

7.34 Plotting fake data only without fitting 

In order to understand the influence of the parameters on the theoreti

cal distribution it is often desiraple to just plot fake data weighted by a 

function y (lxi, lal) of HUME for values of lal that are not the fitted values. 

For this purpose the following procedure may be used: 

a) In the main program don't call1MME or MAXIME, 

set KTYPE =3 

b) 

$et KTSCR = 20 

set parameters for the generation of fake data 

" 

CALL INTIME(1) 

CAr..L PREPME( ••• ) 

fill PARME{i) with desired values 

CALL FAME(PARME) 

CALL COCHIS 

In the COMMON/H4/ 

(see SectiOri 3.2). 

will call GETUM2, 
DOME, and HISTME with 

KIND = 2 

(see Section 5.1) 

will call HUME with KIND = 3. 

set IH(i) = f or 4 

This will signal later to COCHIS 
that no curve is to be superposed. 
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PREPME is the ,routine that allows use of post-fit routines like 

NORME,F AME, and COCHIS without actually doing a fit. 

7.35 Plotting an analytic curve over.the histograms 
, ' 

It is possible for the user to provide his own curve£or s,uperposition 

over the experimental data instead of letting OPTIME construct it from 

Monte Carlo data points. 

'The procedure that is 'currently available requires that the user set 

variables in COMMON so that COCHIS, later,assumes that a curve is to be 

constructed (see Section 3.2). However, no fake data is necessary for histo

gramming flnd no calls to HIST for fake data need be made. Also the sub

routine FAME must not be called. 

The user, replaces the function UFUN, which normally calculates the 

ordinates of the fitted curve, with a function of his own. The function UFUN 

will be called from COCHIS once per bin per histogram and looks as follows: 

FUNCTION UFUN(X,N) 

Calculate ordinate of curve 

at abscissa X, for hist()gram N 

and set 

UFUN' = that value 

RETURN 

END 

where X = abscissa of the 
center of the bin,N= histogram: 
number. 
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8.0 TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

The information in this section deals mainly with some technical 

Hetails of the OPTIME system~ It may be useful when changes of the 
J 

standard version are necessary, when debugging, or when just trying to 

understand the program better. 
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8.1 General Flow Diagram 
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( continued) 
Flow when T2ND =. FALSE. , 
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( continued) 
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(continued) 
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PALME 

,FERME 

KR~ME HUME (+). 

PALME 
HUME (-) 
PALME . 

SOMME 
SUMME' 

ENTAME 
HUME· 
PALME 
FERME 
KRUMME 

EHUME (+). 
PALME 
HUME (-) 
PALME. 

OMME 
UMME. 

AMME 
DEClME 

ETAME 
DIAME, 
lME 
OMME 

'VARME 
ARE ME 

Print 

(continued.on next page) 

integr. points . . . . . 

-, 
I 

Loop over 
NPAR 

variable 
parameters 

Loop over. 
NPAR 

variable 
parameters 

! 

I 

.-J 

I 
I 

I' 
~ 

Loop over 
NEV 

real data 
points 

Loop over I 
NlNT 

integr. data 
points 

I 
. Loop 
over I steps 

I 

I 
~ 

--.----- ~--- ---- -- ---

, 
I 
I' 

----:-------



I 

I 

I 
fitting </ 

J 

I 

I 

J 

I 
L 

., ".' 

.... ,.': .. 
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;t.' " 

(continued) " -

....--.... -Mci!.kenewproposedstep, KSTEP=KSTEP + 1 

:-C:PRME. correct boundary probleIl'ls' 

"r--4ME , 
I . L,-ALARME- . 

L-ALARME 
.L~ANIME - . 
I .,. , 

r-ALARME 

I L-DlAME 

. ' L -:-iGNOME, .' . 

' ........ · •..• EE~~· 
.' _ PALME~ 

.' . 

..., Loop ove.r 
NE.V· 

--l real pOlnts 

cr' ME , " .', 

EET~~. . . . .•... ..-; . LOO~~;' 
. I integr. points PALME; --I 

KSTEPR=KSTEPR+ 1 

-cut step 

>"",--"--'--.OAME. find new DA " -c ALARME , 
_ -ALARME; 

'--'--:-....,,-''---'"..;.:.~TEltME, transfer variables, finishf~t 

(coJ:ltinued) 

. ~ ':. ..", , ... ' 

- --- ----- ----- ---- _. --- - .: -- ----------- - -- -- ---- - -----------:--:---_. -'-.. _.-: -' -.-~~--..,--.-::-'-. -.--,--~-,~-~ 
"", 

I 

I 
I 

I Loop 

: over 

I 
I 

I 

L 
I 

r 
I 

J 

steps 

~" .. 



( continued) 

HUME' 

PALME 

FERME 

lU~ME (+) 

HUME (-) 

OMME 

SUMME 
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,.-I 

Loop Over 

NEV 

real data 

points 

Calculate, store, and print matrix ERR 

NOR ME 

KIND = 2 

ENTAME t HUME ' 
PALME , 

Print integral 

KIND = 3 

HUME' " 

Modify weight of histogram event 

Loop over 
NINT 

integr. data 
points 

Loop over 
IEVTH 

integr: histogram 
W rite final histogram file, , .. , --.J . points 

lC,OCHISI . 
. ... Make and print histograms 

", 
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8.2 COMMON Blocs 

COMMON // 
,i' 

C Z(1) 
DIMENSION IZ(1), PAR(1), LOC(1), AO(1), DA(1), 

D TDP(1), TDM(1); TWP(1), TWM(1), ESTAR(1)~ 
D U(1), UI(1), WP(1), WM(1), WPI(1), 
D WMl(1), H(1), BUFF(1), VO(1), BOUND(1), 
D R(1), ' RST(1), B(1), A(1), SIM(1), 
D VOST(1), " V(1), VSTST(1), V02ST(1), V12ST(1), 
D V2ST(1), V3(1), EDIAG(1), KDIA(1), PDNS(1) 
D AMAT(1), VEC(1), DATA(1), U2(1), LOCM1(1) 
EQUIVALENCE (Z, IZ, PAR, LOC, AO, D4, TDP, TDM, TWP, TWM, ESTAR, U, U1; 

E WP~ WM, WPI,WMI, H, BUFF, YO, BOUND, R, RST, B, A,SIM, YOST, 
E V, VSTST, V02ST, V12ST, V2ST, V3,EDIAG, KOLA, PDNS,AMAT, 
E VEC, DATA, U2, LOCM1) 

LOGICAL TDP, TDM, TWP, TWM 
COMMON/CARE ME/ 

MODEP, KASE C IS, ISO, MODE, 
COMMON/CASME/ 

C NCASE 
COMMON/COMME/ 

WA, WAO, WAOO, VOTEVO; C WB, 
C DFTO, DFT1, UTV, T, TPR, 
C TDPR, ,CHISQ, WINe, ' FINTO, "TEST, 
C VSTSQ 

LOGICAL ' , TEST 
COMMON/CORME/ 

C LSSTST, NREL, LLIST, LLISTE, T2, 
C LQ, LRQ, UTPY 

COMMON/COUNT/ 
C NEVT, KF, NGEV 

COMMON/CSYMB/ 
C X(44) 

COMMON/ENTAME/ 
C LACENT, LMAT, LVEC, LDATA, LFP, 
C LFM, LAF, KPALME, KMAT, KVEC, 
C FACMAT, FACVEC, FSGAL, TMAT, TVEC, 
C TSCAL, TWPM, TFPM 

LOGICAL TMAT, TVEC, TSCAL, TWPM, TFPM, 
COMMON/ERME/ 

,"": 
C TABORT, TSTOP 

LOGICAL TABORT, . TSTOP 
COMMON/ERRR/ 

C IECSUM, LCSUM, NRTT 
COMMON/ETAME/ 

C M2PTR(2) 

" 



COMMON/FLAME! ' 
C NREF. 

COMMON/FUME/ 
C IFUME 

COMMON/GAME/ . 
C KTYPE. 

LOGICAL TPRINT 
GOMMON/GET/ 

C MS. 
COMMoN/Hcm/ '. 

c . . .' HCm(100) 
COMMON/HISTLB/ 

C HLAB(3,1) 
COMMON/HISTME/ 

C IBEG, 
COMMON/I;IUME/ 

C Y, 
C .MULT, 
. COMMON/HUME;1/ ... 
C LMAXI, 

LOGICAL 
COMMON/H1/ 

C HZ(1) 
COMMON/HZ/, 

C DH(1} 
COMMON/H3/ 
CNH(1) 

COMMON/H4/ 
C IH(1) 

COMMON/IMME/ 
C LEVENT. 
C NOEVF. 

COMMON/INDXS/ 
C Mi. 

COMMON/INIT / 
C PB(4) 

COMMON/MAXIME/ 
C NPAR. 
C KSTEPR, 

LOGICAL .' ACFIL 
COMMON/MDEL/ .. 

C T. 
COlviMON/MiME/ 

C ETABAR(20), 
. COMMON/NORME/ 

C NEV, 
C WTHIST 
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IF LAME 

KEND. TPRINT 

ML. NL 

IHIST~ IDATA, IEVTH 

ETA(2), KDER, IPT, 
KIND, ICASE 

TDER,TALARME, TEMERG 
TDER,TALARME, TEMERG 

KBUFF. LSTOR, ITAPE, 
LW ORDL, NEVF, NDATA 

M2. LNBOUT . 

PT(4) 

·NMAX. 
NFIXED. 

COSINE 

KSTEPM. 
NBOUND. 

JOB, 
ACFIL 

FMIME(20). WTSAGE(20). WTSQ(20) 

WTEV, NINTi WTINT, 

NW, 

NOEVR, 

KSTEP~ 

WTRAME, 
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'COMMON/NUNAME/ 
C NMAT, NBUFF, DACUTM, T2ND, TCONST, 
C WI. WR 

LOGICAL , T2ND, TCONST 
COMMON/PRlME/ 

C CI-llUM. RLIM, EUM, TMAX, TMlN, 
C TCORME. ' 'rDIAG, ' TDIRCO, WT 

LOGICAL . TDIAG, TDIRCO, TCORME 
COMMON/RAMEl ' 

C ISD, ISBUF1, ISBUF2, ISUBF3 
COMMON/RGEN COM/ 

C GEN(5), K1 
COMMON/RENOI 

C NP. EGM. AMASS(10) 
COMMON/SAGEIN/ 

C XX(18) 
COMMON/SAGELL/ 

C ' XXX(3) 
COMMON/SAGME/ 

C PLAB, 
COMMON/SAGEWT/ 

PCM(4, 11), P(8) 

C XXXX(5) 
COMMON/SCRAT/ 

C NSC~ 
COMMON/SHAT/ 

C " FACO t FAC(30) 
COMMON/STOR/ . 

C LSTO 
COMMON/STORME/ 

C LPAR, LLOC, LAO, LDA, LTDP, 
C LTDM, LTWP, LTWM, LESTAR, 
C LLOCM1, LU, LUI, LWP, LWM. 
C LWPI, LWMl, LH, LBUFF, 
C LVO, LBOUND, LWORKO, LR, LWORK, 
C LRST, LB, . ' LA, LSI ME , LVOST, 
C LV, LVSTST, LV02ST, LV12ST, LV2ST, 
C LV3. LEDIAG, LKDIA, LPDNS, LU2, 
C LV4, LVST, LERR 

COMMON/SWITCH/ 
C ISW 

COMMON/TIME/ 
",-, , 

, 

C ISTAT(7). ISTATO(7), . AU, CP, TMR, 
: 

C TTIME 
LOGICAL . TTIME 
COMMON/TOMEI 

C 'HFAC, NTOTF(20) 
COMMON/TOTALS/ 

C NHISTS 
COMMON/ULABEL/ 

C ILABEL(3) 



COMMON/VEGAS/ 
C . . BEAM, 

COMMON/WRIMEI 
C KTEV,. 
C KTREAL, 
C NWRD 

~' 
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TARGET, 

KTINT,·. 
KTFAKE, 

CRAP(6) 

KTSCR, 
KWRIME,· 

. , 

KTl:llSTR,KTHISTF, 
KWERR, KTAPE, 
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8.3 Input! Output 

OPTlME normally requires one or m~re files of input data and writes, 

usually to a disc, one or more files of data suitable to be processed during 

the fitting clOd post-fit processing. 

Some or all of the outputted data may be saved so that in subsequent 

runs of OPTIME the pre-fit processing may be eliminated. See Section 7.2 

for details. 

Printed output consists primarily of relevant information describing, 

the state of affairs at each step; which'may be suppressed, and of histo

grams, if the user chose to produce them. 

8.31 Standard iIiputfiles and formats 

The standard illPut to OPTIME is usually one or mOre tapes of exper

imental .d.atawhich will be read during the pre-fit processing by a subrou

tine GETUM1. The user chooses a filename for this tape and stores this 

name in the variable KTREAL. At LRL the standard choice is TAPE5 for 

the filename and consequently KTREAL = 5. 

The format of this tape that the standard GETUM1 will accept is the 

so-caliedARROW format [2J. If other formats are to be read the subrou

tine GETUM1Inust be replaced. 

For all types of fit,' exceptfor KTYPE = 11, integration data are re

quired also. These data usually are nOt read from an input file but are gen

erated, one datapoint at a time. A Monte Carlo method event generator, 

called SAGE, part of the OPTIME, system, may be used for this purpose [3]. 

If these data were prepared outside of OPTlME and saved on tape, then they 

may be read if the subroutine GETUM2 is replaced. The user would choose 

a filename for this tape and store it in the variableKTFAKE. At LRL the 

choice is usually the filename TAPE4 and correspondingly KTFAKE = 4. 

For all types of fit, except KTYPE = 11, two files of data are read 

repeatedly during the fitting phase. These files, KTEV, containing experi

mental data, and KTINT, containing integration data, are usually prepared 

by IMME andINTlME via the user-subroutine, DOME. At LRL the choice 

for the filenames is usually TAPE1 arid KTEV= 1, and TAPE2 and 

KTINT = 2. The format of these files is as, follows: 



,.., 

Event 1. 

Word 

1. 

2 

3 

4 
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No. of words in event, excluding this one ( = n + 1) 

Weight for this event 

Data word 1 

Data word 2 

n+ 2 Data word n 

These datapoints are packed into logical records of max. {NBUFF-3.)/2 

60-bit.words •. 

When histogramming experimental and integration data, two files, 

containing these data, are read by the subroutine COCHIS. At LRL the 

choice for these filenames is usually TAPE20 and TAPE30, and consequ~nt

ly KTHISTR = .20 and KTSCR = 30. The format of these files is as follows: 

2 words/ datapoint 

max. 510 60- bit words/log. record 

Word 12 bits 

1. data I 
1 .' Data word 2 nnn 

point 
2 Weight for this data point 0000 

where hnn = histogram number. 

8.32 Standard output filesanci formats 

During the pre-fit processing the files KTEV and KTINTare written 

as already described in the previous section. In addition intermediate inte

gration data is written by the subroutine INTIME to ascratchfile KTSCR 

whose filename is usually TAPE30 (KTSCR = 30). This file is also used 

later for histogramming by the subroutine COCHIS. 

When histogramming is done the subroutine HIST, called by the user 

from the subroutine HISTME, writes for experimental data a file KTHISTR, 

already described in the previous section, and for il1tegration data a file 

KTHISTF, whose filename is usually TAPE29 (KTHISTF = 29). This file 

contains the unnormalized integration histogram data and after the fit is 

read by the SUbroutine FAME. The format of this file is as follows : 

III 



Event! 

"flag" 

data point 

histogram. . 
info·rma tion 

··· .. W(nd 

1 

2 

3' 

4 
. 5 

6 

NW+4 

'. 

• : 

.;.86-. 

" .. .' . 

NQ. of words to follow ( =1 ). 

. aHbitson 

No. ~fword.8 to follow (=NW of DOMEH.) 

. Pr~1imiriary weight for this event 

Data word 1 

Data 'word 2 

Data, wordNW 

No. ofv..;ords to follow (= 2 ) 

Data word to behistogrammecl 2 nnn 

weight forthishistogrampoin:t 0000 

No. of words to follow (=2) 

Data word to be histogrammed 2 nnn 

weight for tilis histogram point 0000 

----' . 12 bits 
". ", 

max~{NBUFF":3)/2 60 7bit w~rds/l9g. 
record .• nnn = histogram number 

'.' ~ .. 

' ... 
:,". 

.~ 

. ~ : 

f 
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9.0 CRT mSTOGRAMS 

By replacing SOme standard subroutines it is possible to make CRT 

histograms instead of printed histbgr.ams. For the experimental data an 

envelope will be dra~n while the fittedcurv~ will be represented by a 

superposed dot ( • ) in the center of each bin. 

In addition to plot titles. labels for the x and y axes may be given with 

the following procedure (see also [6]): 

COMMON/ULABEL/ILABEL( 3 ) 

COMMON/mSTLX/HX(3. NHISTS) 

COMMON/HISTLY/HY(3, NHISTS) 

Set ILABEL(1.) to 

o 
meaning 

no plot or axis labels 

1. plot labels, nO axis labels 

2 plot labels, x-axis labels, no y-axis labels 

3 plot labels and axis labels 

then fill HX and HY with up to 3 words each of up to 1.0 Hollerith 

characters each for each histogram. 

The production of CRT histograms is effected by replacing the routines 

COCHIS and HISTUM, plus those which are called by them, by CRT versions. 

of these routines that are available from Werner Koellner. 

At Berkeley, replacement of those routines will be done automatically 

by the selective loader if those routines are loaded into core ahead of the 

other routines. 

The CRT routines require about 7 aK more locations of core. 

III" 
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10.0 OPTlME MAINTENANCE· AND CHARACTERISTICS 

10.1 Programming Characteristics 

For the time· being the official version is written with the following 
, 

characteristics: 

Language: FORTRAN and COMPASS 

Computer: CDC 6000 series or higher 

Core requirement: .40aK to (OaK of 60-bit words, depending on 

user requirements. Blank COMMON is in

creased or decreased at various times during 

the execution of OPTlME. This feature must 

be disabled if blank COMMON is not located 

behind the program. 

No. of files required (disc or tape): Min. 1, max.6, depending 

on user requirements. 

At LRL, compiling and loading into core of a program is binary sub

routine oriented. The compiler and assembler produce relocatable binary 

code, therefore the static part of the OPTIME system is precompiled. The 

user compiles the necessary user subroutines, and with the use of a selec

tive loader only the minimally required code is loaded into core [7]. 

10.2 Program Maintenance 

The official version of the program is maintained by: 

Werner Koellner 
U.C. Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Group A Programming 
Berkeley, CA. 94720 

It is. maintained with the aid of a library maintenance program, called 

UPDATE [a], which assigns to each source card image, in: columns 73 

through ao, a unique identifier. 

If a user finds a programming bug or has an idea how to improve the 

. program, we wish he would communicate this information to Wern~r Koellner, 

who will make the correction to the offiCial version if it is possible. 

10.21 Distribution 

Distribution of the program and of program changes will also be 



.. ' 

.. 
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handled by Werner Koellner •. We would like to recommend that potential 

users get the official version of the program from him directly, because 

he will supply a version with most of the mistakes communicated to him· 

corrected. 

Mailing lists will be maintained to provide general information about 

the system and to communicate program changes~ 

10.22 Version identification 

At the beginning of each subroutine there will be a comment card 

specifying the version of the current code by date. We urge that anyone 

who would like to make changes of his own in the program insert some 

comment, dating it, to help identify the unofficial versions. 
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